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Abstract
Understanding and describing the role of clouds in the climate system need 
intensive and extensive research on cloud properties. The albedo and greenhouse effects 
of clouds and their relations with the physical properties of clouds are analyzed. Cloud- 
top height and ice water content are key factors in impacting the longwave and shortwave 
radiation, respectively. Lidar and infrared radiometer measurement technologies are 
introduced. Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation 
(CALIPSO) level 1 Lidar profile, level 2 cloud layer, and level 2 Lidar/IIR track products 
are briefly reviewed. The algorithms for identification of cirrus clouds, Linear 
Depolarization Ratio (LDR), and effective diameter are presented. An average LDR 
profile is calculated by using the sum of total attenuated backscattering profiles and the 
sum of perpendicular attenuated backscattering profiles. A weight-average method is 
applied to calculate the average LDR. A split-window method is applied to estimate the 
effective diameters of clouds. A set of bulk ice crystal models and a radiative transfer 
model are applied to produce a look-up table that includes the radiative transfer 
simulation results. The macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds are analyzed. The 
frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds varies with latitude, and strongly relates to the 
atmospheric circulation. Cirrus clouds are few in high-pressure zones and abundant 
where seasonal monsoonal circulation occurs. Cloud-top height decreases with increasing 
latitude. Cloud-top temperature is lower in the tropical regions than in the midlatutude 
and the polar regions. The measured cloud thickness shows a great diurnal variation.
CALIPSO lidar detects more cirrus clouds than satellite-based passive measurement. 
LDR values of cirrus clouds vary with latitude and location, and are higher during 
nighttime than during daytime. The 0.32 and 0.37 annual average LDRs derived by nadir 
and off-nadir measurements, respectively, indicate that substantial amounts of horizontal 
orientated ice crystals exist in cirrus clouds. The global distribution of effective diameter 
of cirrus clouds varies with latitude and season, and the effective diameter has 
relationship with the LDR.
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1Chapter 1 Introduction
In the atmosphere of the Earth, clouds always exist. They play critical roles in the 
climate system. Clouds affect the energy budget by reflecting incoming solar radiation 
and inhibiting the radiation of heat from the Earth. Clouds distribute energy by motion 
and exchange of energy with the atmospheric environment. Clouds release latent heat as 
they form, and consume latent heat as they evaporate. Latent heating and cooling 
associated with clouds modify atmospheric circulation. Clouds regulate the atmospheric 
hydrological cycle by transporting water vapor evaporated from oceans and lands, 
redistributing the water vapor through the atmosphere and back to the surface through 
precipitation. Clouds also play a role in the chemical reaction processes that occur in the 
atmosphere.
1.1 Radiative Effects of Clouds and Cloud-Climate Feedback Mechanics
Clouds reflect solar radiation, keep the earth cool, and protect what is underneath 
from overheating. This phenomenon is called the cloud albedo effect. Clouds also trap 
the long-wave radiation from the earth, and keeping the earth warm, which is called the 
cloud greenhouse effect. Figure 1.1 (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997) gives a clear idea of
how the albedo and greenhouse effects of clouds affect the earth’s energy budget. The
2 2sun emits solar radiation to the top of the atmosphere (342 Wm' ). Some (67 Wm‘ ) is 
absorbed by molecules, aerosols, and clouds in the atmosphere; some (77 W m ') is
reflected by clouds, aerosols and atmospheric gases, and others (168 Wm'2) arrives at the 
surface of the earth. Because of the partial reflection of incoming solar radiation from 
clouds, incoming solar radiation to the earth’s surface decreases. The earth absorbs the 
incoming solar radiation and emits longwave radiation (390 Wm'2) to the atmosphere. 
Clouds and other greenhouse gases absorb the longwave radiation from the surface and 
re-emit longwave radiation back to the surface (324 Wm'2).
2
2
Figure 1.1 The earth's annual global mean energy budget (W m" )
(from Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997)
Cloud radiative forcing (CRT) is defined as the radiation budget difference 
between clear-sky flux (F cir) and all-sky-measured flux (F 0bs) at top of the atmosphere 
(Charlock and Ramanathan, 1985).
The clear-sky and all-sky-measured flux can be interpreted in the following ways: Ellis 
and VonderHaar (1976) proposed that
represents the all-sky flux observed in a cloudy scene, where N is the fractional cloud
the clear sky condition. For research purposes, we separate CRT into longwave cloud
where S/4 is the incident solar flux at the top of Atmosphere (TOA), and Ts and Tc are 
temperatures of the surface and clouds, respectively. From equations (1.4) and (1.5), we 
can infer clearly the cloud radiative effects on the earth’s energy budget. Normally cloud 
temperature is lower than the surface temperature, so that the cloud longwave radiative 
forcing is positive, i.e., the cloud greenhouse effect increases the energy budget. Changes 
in the height of clouds affect the cloud longwave radiative forcing. High clouds have 
strong longwave cloud radiative forcing. Emissivity of clouds also influences cloud 
longwave radiative flux with the longwave radiative flux being proportional to the 
emissivity of the clouds. Cloud albedo is normally larger than that of surface, so that the
Fobs= ^ - N ) F clr+NFcld (1.2)
amount, Fcid is the flux associated with overcast portion of the scene, and Fcir is the flux in
radiative forcing ( CLW ) and shortwave cloud radiative forcing {Csw). After plugging the
Eq. (1.2) into the Eq. (1.1), we obtain
(1.4)
(1.3)
(1.5)
cloud shortwave radiative forcing is negative, which means that the cloud albedo effect 
decreases the earth’s energy budget. The formation and change of clouds in response to 
the atmospheric conditions is referred to as cloud-climate feedback. Because of the 
constant change of the atmospheric environment, clouds appear in seemingly endless 
variety.
Cloud classification is based on cloud height and cloud phase. Under this standard, 
clouds are classified as low, middle, and high clouds. They are also classified as water 
clouds, ice clouds, or mix-phase clouds.
Clouds and climate have a strong interaction. The so-called clouds-climate 
feedback mechanism is complicated. This feedback can be exemplified demonstrated by 
the cloud’s change in response to the surface temperature perturbation.
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Figure 1.2 Cloud feedbacks in the climate system
Cloud-climate feedback mechanics are revealed in Figure 1.2. Suppose for some 
reason, solar radiation increases the temperature of the surface of the earth, then 
evaporation of the water in oceans and evapotranspiration from the land surface increase; 
Water vapor increases in the atmosphere, therefore, air is saturated. As a result, more 
clouds are formed. Clouds reflect more incoming solar radiation, causing total incoming 
solar radiation to the surface to decrease, thus keeping surface temperatures from 
increasing continuously. This feedback loop is the negative feedback of clouds. On the 
other hand, more clouds also absorb more outgoing longwave radiation from the earth 
and re-emit more longwave radiation back to the earth, thus increasing the surface 
temperature. This fact is obviously positive feedback of clouds. Clouds spontaneously 
have these positive and negative feedbacks. Without clouds, days on the earth would be 
too hot for life, whereas nights would be too cold. In order to parameterize the clouds in 
the climate system, we have to investigate the radiative properties of clouds. That is, we 
have to know the albedo, absorption ratio, and emissivity of clouds (Shaw, 1996). The 
radiative properties of clouds are determined by their physical properties.
1.2 Physical Properties of Clouds and Their Relation with Radiative Effects
Macro- and micro-physical properties of clouds govern their radiative properties, 
which impact the radiative budget in the climate system. Macro-physical properties of 
clouds include cloud amount, cloud heights, and cloud phase. Cloud amount (cloud cover) 
mainly affects both albedo and greenhouse effects of clouds (see N in equations 1.4 and 
1.5). A large amount of clouds definitely reflects a high percentage of solar radiation
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back to outer space, decreasing net incoming shortwave energy. At the same time, a large 
amount of clouds re-emits more longwave radiation back to the surface of the earth, 
increasing longwave radiation energy. Cloud height (Tc in equation 1.4) affects the 
greenhouse effect. Higher clouds, associated with lower cloud top temperatures emit less 
longwave radiation energy, and keep more long-wave radiation from emitting to outer 
space than lower clouds with higher cloud-top temperatures. Cloud phase is a key factor 
in reflecting solar radiation. Water drops have less reflectance than ice crystals. Radiative 
properties of clouds highly depend on their micro physical properties (Stephens et al., 
1990). Micro-physical properties include particle size, shape, and size distribution. 
Particle shape, size, orientation, and size distribution affect the emissivity, absorption 
ratio, and reflectivity of clouds. For example, for a given ice water content, clouds with 
small particle size have a greater optical depth, albedo, and emissvity because they 
exhibit a greater size distribution projected area. The shape of ice crystals also influences 
their radiative properties. Ice crystals with complicated shapes have greater optical depth, 
albedo, and emissivity than the simple ones, owning to their greater projected areas 
(Mitchell and Arnott, 1994).
Cirrus clouds are high level, cold, and optically thin clouds composed principally 
of non-spherical ice crystals. They are located high in the troposphere and extend to the 
lower stratosphere in some occasions where temperatures are somewhat below -40°C. 
The cloud-top height of cirrus clouds varies from 4 to 20 km (Sassen and Campbell, 
2001). Cirrus clouds are composed of various non-spherical ice crystals such as 
hexagonal plates, solid columns, hollow columns, aggregates, and bullet rosettes. Figure
6
71.3 (Libbrecht, 2011) gives a detailed description of ice crystal habits as a function of the 
surrounding temperatures and supersaturation ratios.
Figure 1.3 Ice crystal habit as a function of temperature and supersaturation
(from Libbrecht, 2011)
Basically, at a given supersaturation, habits of ice crystals change from plates to 
columns to plates to columns with decreasing temperatures. At a given temperature, 
habits of ice crystals become more and more complicated with increasing of 
supersaturatuion. In reality, ice clouds are composed of a mixture of some habits.
Cirrus clouds can be identified by their transparency, which is related to the
visible optical thickness t  (Sassen and Cho, 1992). Clouds with x<3 are considered to be 
cirrus clouds, 0.3< x < 3 defined as opaque (bluish sky not visible above) cirrus, thin 
(bluish-colored) cirrus clouds have O . K i <  0.3, and x < 0.1 are defined as subvisual 
cirrus clouds. Shapes of ice crystals in cirrus clouds depend on changes in the 
environmental temperature and suppersaturation with respect to ice. The shape 
information of cirrus clouds can be evaluated by the linear depolarization ratio measured 
by Polarization LIDAR (Sassen and Benson, 2001; Noel et al., 2004).
1.3 LIDAR Polarization Technique
Because of their sensitivity to particle shape, polarization Lidars are good tools in 
the research on ice clouds (Sassen, 2000). Polarization Lidars are active remote-sensing 
devices. They send a laser beam in parallel polarization, and receive both parallel and 
perpendicular backscattering light from particles. If the particles are perfect spheres, there 
will be no perpendicular backscattering light in theory, otherwise, perpendicular 
backscattering light exists. The ratio of perpendicular backscattering light intensity to 
parallel backscattering light intensity is called linear depolarization ratio (LDR). LDR 
provides the information of the shape of particles. Spherical particles lead to 
depolarization ratios equal to zero, whereas irregularly shaped particles can show values 
as great as 0.6 (Liou and Lahore, 1974), so the linear depolarization ratio can be treated 
as an indicator of the microphysical shape of ice crystals. Since polarization lidars were 
demonstrated early on (Schotland et al., 1971) to unambiguously discriminate water and 
ice cloud by their large differences in LDR, they are now widely used in aerosol and ice
cloud research. The Lidar depolarization ratio was used in the classification of the 
particles effective shape ratio (Noel, et al., 2002). Polarization lidars even were used to 
investigate formation mechanics of ice clouds. Normally, most cirrus cloud 
measurements (off-zenith) reveal LDR in the 0.4-0.5. Because of their great diversity in 
particle habits and axis ratio, ice clouds sometimes can be measured to have a wide range 
of LDR values. Sassen et al. (1989) investigated regions associated with Doppler radar- 
detected updrafts and yielded rather low LDR (-0.2-0.3), which was attributed either to 
rapidly growing haze particles, as precursors to new ice particles, or to the peculiar 
shapes of newly formed ice crystals.
1.4 Parameterization of Clouds
Researchers care more about how to parameterize clouds for radiation energy 
calculation. For this reason, an artificial quantity named effective diameter is introduced 
to simplify the treatment of microphysical properties of clouds. The use of an effective 
particle size to represent the size dependence of scattering and absorption processes in 
radiation transfer in both water and ice clouds has been widely accepted throughout the 
atmospheric science community (Nasiri et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2011).
The effective diameter of ice clouds is defined as ice water content divided by the 
particle projected area and bulk ice density for a given particle size and habit distribution 
(Mitchell, 2002), i.e.,
where IWC and P are ice water content and total particle projection area of ice crystals 
with size distribution of N(D), respectively, and p, is the ice bulk density. Effective
diameter represents bulk micro-physical property of cloud, not a single ice crystal. 
Absorption efficiency of clouds then can be obtained by (Van de Hulst, 1981)
Qabs.ADA = 1 -  exp(-8®j, Deff / 3A), (1.7)
where nt is the imaginary part of the refractive index and k  is the wavelength, ADA
indicates anomalous diffraction approximation, a simplification of Mie theory. Finally the 
absorption coefficient of clouds is obtained (Mitchell, 2002)
Pahs ~  Qabs.ADA P  s (1-8)
where Pt is the size distribution projected area of clouds. Similarly, the extinction
coefficient also can be presented as function of the effective diameter. This means that 
the effective diameter actually includes both albedo and emissivity information of clouds. 
Because the atmospheric environment is so different around the earth, there are so many 
models of cirrus clouds distributed globally. Satellite measurement technology provides 
us opportunities to study global cirrus cloud characteristics.
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1.5 Objective
In this research, Lidar polarization measurement and infrared radiometer 
measurement from satellite are applied to investigate the cirrus clouds globally with focus 
on macro-physical properties, shape information, and bulk micro-physical properties. In 
Chapter 2, instruments and dataset used for this research are introduced. In chapter 3, the
computational method used in this research is introduced. All kinds of algorithms 
including ice cloud identification, LDR, and effective diameter algorithms are discussed 
in detail. The error analysis is provided to verify that the analysis methods have an 
acceptable accuracy. In chapter 4, the cirrus clouds macro-physical properties 
distributions and changes with respect to the month, season and year are investigated on 
the global scale. The comparison of cirrus clouds derived by the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and 
Inffarred Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) lidar to the International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) high clouds derivation results is presented. Chapter 5 
investigates shape information of cirrus clouds in a global view by using the linear 
depolarization ratio. Shape modes of cirrus clouds and their change in terms of monthly, 
seasonal, and annual time ranges are analyzed. In chapter 6, the split-window method and 
a radiative transfer model are used in the estimation of effective diameters and ice water 
content. Global distribution of effective diameter and ice water content, as well as their 
changes, are investigated. The relationship of LDR and effective diameters are discussed. 
The impact of effective diameters of cirrus clouds on infrared radiative radiance at TOA 
is discussed. In chapter 7, the main research methods and findings about macro-physical, 
bulk micro-physical properties, and LDR of cirrus clouds are concluded. The further 
research areas are also pointed out.
11
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Chapter 2 Instruments, Measurement Theory, and Dataset
2.1 Instruments
This research focuses on investigation of cirrus clouds through analysis of data 
products from Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation. 
CALIPSO combines an active lidar instrument with passive infrared and visible imagers 
to probe the vertical structure and properties of thin clouds and aerosols over the globe. 
CALIPSO is a polar-orbit satellite flying with four other satellites in the “A-Train” 
formation. Aqua satellite constellation (or A-Train) consists of the Aqua, CloudSat, 
CALIPSO, PARASOL, and Aura satellite missions. The satellites in the A-Train are 
maintained in orbit to match the World Reference System 2 (WRS-2) reference grid. The 
constellation flies in a sun synchronous, near-polar orbit with a nominal orbital altitude of 
705 km and inclination of 98 degrees. The orbit inclination of 98 degree provides global 
coverage between latitude of 82 degree N and 82 degree S. Aqua leads the constellation, 
with an equatorial crossing time of about 1:30 PM at ascending node. CloudSat and 
CALIPSO lag Aqua by 1 to 2 minutes and are separated from each other by 10 to 15 
seconds. With around 99 minutes flight time per orbit, each satellite completes 14.55 
orbits per day, with a separation of 24.7 degrees longitude between each successive orbit 
at the equator, and produces about 14 daytime and 14 nighttime data files. The solar 
elevation angle at each location where lidar is probing along the orbit track is recorded. If 
a location has a solar angle greater than 3 degrees, this location is classified as a daytime
location. The daytime latitude changes with the days in a year. On the CALIPSO payload, 
there are three instruments: the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization 
(CALIOP), the Imaging Infrared Radiometer (HR), and the Wide Field Camera (WFC). 
Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 from Anselmo et al. (2007) list the characteristic parameters of 
these instruments.
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Table 2.1 CALIPSO characteristic parameters
Param eter Value
Laser Nd:YAG, diode-pumped, Q-switched, frequency doubled
Wavelength 532 nm, 1064 nm
Pulse energy 110 mjoule/channel
Repetition rate 20.25 Hz
Receiver telescope 1.0 m diameter
Polarization 532 nm
Footprint/FOV 100 m/130urad
Vertical resolution 30-60 m
Linear dynamic range 22 bits
Data rate 316 kbps
Table 2.2 HR characteristic parameters
Parameter Value
Wavelengths 8.65um, 10.6um, 12.05um
Spectral resolution 0 .6um - 1.0 um
IFOV/swath 1 km/64km
NEDT at 21 OK 0.3 K
Calibration +/- IK
Data rate 44 kbps
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Table 2.3 WFC characteristic parameters
Parameter Value
Wavelength 645 nm
Brandwidth 50 nm
FOV/swath 125 m/61 km
Data rate 26 kbps
Figure 2.1 (CALIPSO, 2011) illustrates CALIPSO data orbits and the daytime 
changes with days. Daytime flights are from south-east to north-west as marked in red 
lines, and nighttime flights are from north-east to south-west and marked by blue lines. In 
northern hemisphere summer, daytime flights cover from latitude 66S degree, ascending 
to 82N degree then descending to 54N degree. In northern hemisphere winter, daytime 
flights cover from latitude 60S, descending to 82S then ascending to 75N degree.
Figure 2.1 CALIPSO orbits in one day
(from CALIPSO, 2011)
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2.2 Lidar Measurement Principle
Lidar measures the backscattering signal from molecules, aerosols, and clouds. 
Scattering from particles can be classified into three regimes according to the size 
parameter (% = 2 n * r /A ,  where r is the radius of particle and A is the wavelength of the 
incident light). If the size parameter is far less than 1, scattering is Rayleigh scattering; 
around 1, scattering is in the Raleigh-Mie transition zone; far more than 1, scattering is in 
the Mie and geometrical optics zone. When using 532 nm wavelengths laser light, 
scattering from air molecules falls into the Rayleigh scattering; scattering from aerosols 
and just-informed cloud particles is in the Rayleigh-Mie scattering zone, and scattering 
from clouds falls into the Mie and geometrical optics. The lidar equation for polarization 
applications describes the backscattering power detected by the lidar system. The power 
P(R) received by the lidar is related to the strength of the scattering in a volume by 
(Schotland et al., 1971)
CtA r
P L,U(R) = P0( — j/?±//(R)exp[-2 f (a (R )M R )dR ] , (2.1)
2R Ro
where Po is the power output (J), c is speed of the light (m s’1), t is the pulse length (m),
2 1 Ar is the receiver collecting area (m ), P is the volume backscatter coefficient (m s r ) ', a
is the extinction coefficient per volume (m 1), r) is the multiple forward-scattering
correction factor, and P||(R) and P i (R) are backscattering powers from parallel and
perpendicular planes with respect to the incident polarization plane, respectively. A
common assumption of the relationship between P and a  is expressed as (Klett, 1981)
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P  = const x  crk . (2 .2)
This relation between the scattering and extinction coefficient can be estimated by 
investigating the scattering from air molecules, because backscattering from air 
molecules is predicted by Rayleigh theory, and air density can be determined with 
sufficient accuracy from local balloon-borne radiosonde profiles (Sassen, 1994). After 
plugging Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.1), p can be evaluated by the range square corrected 
backscattered power. The volume backscattering coefficient p presents the characteristics 
of particles and is determined by the microphysical properties of particles such as habit, 
size distribution, and concentration. The linear depolarization ratio 5 is defined as the 
ratio of the perpendicular to the parallel polarized lidar signals as the following (Sassen,
The depolarization ratio can be used to distinguish the shape and the orientation of a non- 
spherical ice crystal. Sassen (1976, 1991) presented the depolarization ratio for various 
types of ice crystals and water droplets derived from laboratory and field studies. Sassen 
and Benson (2001) have analyzed the LDR in term of cirrus cloud microphysical content 
using dataset measured by the Facility of Atmospheric Remote Sensing in Utah.
2000)
(2.3)
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2.3 Radiometer Measurement Principle
Different from active sensing such as lidars and radars, radiometers are passive 
sensors. They record the specific wavelength range electromagnetic radiation some 
distance away, where the radiation is characterized by the measured medium, then the 
scientists interpret and retrieve the characteristics of the medium. Radiometers can be 
classified in terms of the wavelength which they sense. For atmospheric applications, 
radiometers are designed in ultraviolet, visible, infrared, and microwave spectrum ranges. 
The HR measures the emission of infrared radiation from the earth and the atmosphere. 
Its three channels are located in an atmospheric window (800-1200cm’!), where 
absorption due to atmospheric gases shows a minimum, except in the 9.6pm ozone band. 
The HR is highly sensitive to the surface, aerosols, and clouds. The equation that governs 
the transfer of emitted thermal infrared radiance at a given wavenumber, v , can be 
described by (Andrews, 2000)
where Tv(z) is the monochromatic transmittance at height Z, which is defined as 
(Andrews, 2000)
Bv(Ts) is the Planck function at surface temperature, .and Iu(zx ) represents the radiance 
measured by HR at the TOA. According to equation (2.4), upwelling radiance is a result
z.
(2.4)
0
Tv (z) = exp(-J a(z')dz ') ,
z
of the product of the Plank function, the spectral transmittance, and the weighting 
function. The characteristic information of the measured medium is hidden in the spectral 
transmittance profile. If we know the boundary conditions, e.g. temperature and 
emissivity of the surface, by some mathematic methods we can solve the inversion 
problem to get the information on the measured media such as aerosols and clouds. One 
such mathematic method is the Discrete-Ordinates Method developed by Chandrasekhar 
(1960). The method involves the discretization of the basic radiative transfer equation 
and the solution of a set of first-order differential equations. With the advance in 
numerical techniques for solving differential equations, this method has been found to be 
efficient and accurate (Stamnes et al., 1988). Solving the inversion problem faces the 
difficulty of the uniqueness of solution, because the medium under investigation is 
composed of a number of unknown parameters. For example, the spectral transmittance 
of clouds is determined by their single-scattering albedo, extinction coefficient, 
asymmetry parameter, ice water content, effective diameter, etc. Another approach to get 
the information of the measured medium follows this logic: Field observation and 
theoretical calculations provide knowledge about the medium. We put this knowledge 
including different model of clouds into a radiative transfer model and obtain many 
possible radiances at the TOA, then compare the outputs from the radiative transfer 
model with measured radiance, and estimate the information of medium. One widely 
used algorithm to derive cloud properties is called the split-window technique (Inoue 
1985). It utilizes the difference of radiances of TOA measured at two wavelengths to 
retrieve microphysical properties of clouds.
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2.4 Data Sets
Three CALIPSO data products are used in this research. They are the lidar level 1 
profiles product, the lidar level 2 cloud layer product, and the IIR/lidar track product. The 
descriptions of the three products are summarized briefly from the CALIPSO Product 
Document (Anselmo, et al., 2007). The definitions of the three datasets are listed in 
Appendix B.
2.4.1 Lidar Level 1 Profile Product
The lidar level 1 profile product contains a half orbit (day or night) of calibrated
and geo-located lidar profiles. One half-orbit file of the product includes three metadata
records and three profile data records. The three metadata records are core metadata,
archive metadata, and lidar metadata. The three profile data records are the spacecraft
position, attitude, and celestial profile records, the geo-location and view geometry
profile records, and the lidar science data profile records, respectively. Table B.l lists the
records in a half-orbit file.
The core metadata record and the archive metadata record structures are omitted.
Table B.2 gives the structure of the lidar metadata record. The structures of the three
profile records are described in tables B.3, B.4, and B.5, respectively.
In the lidar profile science data record, the profile identification number, the
geophysical location, the total attenuated backscatter coefficient, the perpendicular
attenuated backscatter coefficient, temperature, humidity, the quality control flag 
(QC_Flag), and many other variables are used to identify cirrus cloud layer and calculate 
the linear depolarization ratio.. The attenuated backscatter coefficient is the product of the 
volume backscatter coefficient and the two-way optical transmission from the lidar to the 
sample volume in question (Hostetler, et al., 2006).
= (2.1)
T 2(z) = exp[-2[ a{z')dz  , (2.3)JO
where /? is attenuated backscatter coefficient, /? is volume backscatter, and T 1 is two­
way optical transmission.
Figure 2.2 shows two lidar level 1 attenuated backscatter profiles. The profile on 
the left panel is a profile without any feature layer, and the profile on the right panel 
includes multiple feature layers. The two layers in this profile are identified as cirrus 
layers in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.2 Lidar level 1 attenuated backscatter profile
In order to reduce the downlink data volume, an on-board averaging scheme is
applied by using different horizontal and vertical resolutions for different altitude regimes, 
as shown in the Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Range resolution of different altitude ranges for downlinked data
Altitude Range 
(km)
Bin
Number
Horizontal
Resolution
(km)
532 nm 
Vertical 
Resolution 
(m)
1064 nm Vertical 
Resolution (m)
30.1 to 40.0 1-33 5 300 N/A
20.2 to 30.1 34-88 5/3 180 180
8.3 to 20.2 89-288 1 60 60
-0.5 to 8.3 289-578 1/3 30 60
-2.0 to -0.5 579-583 1/3 300 300
2.4.2 Lidar Level 2 Cloud Layer Product
The Lidar Level 2 cloud layer products are produced at three horizontal
resolutions: 1/3 km, 1 km, and 5 km. In this research, the 5 km cloud layer products are 
used. One file of the product contains three metadata records and many column descriptor 
records. The three metadata records are core metadata, archive metadata, and lidar cloud 
and aerosol metadata. Table B.6 summarizes records in a 5 km Cloud Layer file. The 
lidar cloud & aerosol metadata record is described in Table B.7.
The lidar layer products consist of a sequence of column descriptors, each one of 
which is associated with a variable number of layer descriptors. The column profile data 
record is described in Table B.8, and the layer information in the column record is listed 
in Table B.9. One column in the level 2 cloud layer product corresponds to some 
contiguous profiles in the lidar level 1 product. For example, a column in the 5 km cloud 
layer product represents 15 profiles in the level 1 profile product. The column descriptors
specify the temporal and geophysical location of the column of the atmosphere through 
which a given lidar pulse travels. Also included in the column descriptors are indicators 
of surface lighting conditions, information about the surface type, and the number of 
features (e.g., cloud and/or aerosol layers) identified within the column. The feature 
layers are identified by 5, 20, and 80 km horizontal range windows. A set of layer 
descriptors is reported for each of the layers. The layer descriptors provide information 
about the spatial and optical characteristics of a feature, such as the base and top altitudes, 
the integrated attenuated backscatter, and the optical depth. The layer descriptors also 
provide the type of the horizontal range windows used to identify the layer, and a quality 
control flag of the layer.
2.4.3 IIR/lidar Track Product
The IIR/lidar level 2 track data product contains HR emissivity and cloud particle
data related to pixels that have been co-located to the lidar track. The major categories of
the data product are cloud emissivity, cloud properties, and lidar profile data. Image data
are registered to a 1 km grid centered on the lidar track. Each grid line occurs every 3
lidar shots, which results in a maximum of 40,095 grid lines per orbit (20,048 grid lines
per half orbit). One file of the product contains a core metadata record, an archive
metadata record, an HR track metadata record, and an IIR/lidar track science profile
record. Table B.10 describes record summary of one IIR/lidar track product file, the data
structure of the metadata record is described in Table B.l 1, and the IIR/lidar track science
record is listed in Table B.12.
In the IIR/lidar track profile record, brightness temperatures at three channels and 
cloud clear sky radiances at three channels are used for this research. Brightness 
temperature, clear sky radiance, and cloud top temperature are used to calculate the 
effective emissivity of clouds. Chapter 3 gives the equation to calculate the effective 
emissivity of clouds.
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Chapter 3 Algorithms
Many physical quantities of cirrus clouds are calculated in this research. The 
application software that integrates the algorithms to deal with these quantities is 
developed. These algorithms include identification of cirrus clouds; calculation of macro­
physical quantities such as cloud top height, cloud top temperature, and cloud thickness; 
evaluation of LDR; and estimation of the effective diameter and ice water content. These 
physical quantities are presented in two formats. One is longitude vs. latitude, and the 
other is height vs. latitude. During this research, two versions of the application are 
developed. The main differences in these two versions are the cirrus identification 
algorithm and the LDR calculation algorithm. A detailed description of the two cirrus 
identification algorithms is presented this chapter, and a detailed discussion of the two 
LDR calculation algorithms will be covered in chapter 5. The results produced by the 
application version 1 were published in the Journal of Geophysical Research (Sassen and 
Zhu, 2009), and the original published paper is included in Appendix C. The results 
produced by the application version 2 are included in this dissertation.
3.1 Scheme of the Application Software
The application software developed in this research includes five main steps 
indicated in the Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Scheme of the application software developed for this study
In step 1, the cirrus cloud identification algorithm is used. For each half-orbit fly 
of CALIPSO, there are three half-orbit files which are a lidar profile, a lidar 5 km cloud 
layer, and a IIR/lidar track data files. Step 2 combines the processed results from step 1 
into one-day data file. Step 3 produces two kinds of grid files from the one-day file. One 
is longitude vs. latitude, the other is latitude vs. height. Step 4 adds the one-day grid files 
into month, season, and year files and calculates LDR profile, mean effective diameter, 
and average LDR for each grid. Step 5 displays the grid data of physical quantities such 
as cloud frequency of occurrence, height, thickness, temperature, LDR, and effective 
diameter. Table B .l3 lists the names and function descriptions of the process programs, 
and names of the processed data files.
3.2 Identification of Cirrus Clouds Algorithm
Before introducing the algorithm, it is worth mentioning that the identification of 
the cirrus cloud algorithm does not distinguish polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) from 
cirrus clouds, which means the results shown later include both PSC and cirrus clouds. 
The family of cirrus clouds has traditionally been defined on the basis of visual 
observations from the surface by trained observers (Lynch, 2002). Later lidar studies 
(Sassen and Cho, 1992) indicated that estimated visible optical depths of t  < 0.03 were 
typical for subvisual cirrus, 0.03 < t  < 0.3 for thin (i.e., bluish colored) cirrus, and 0.3 < x 
<3 .0  (white or grayish) for opaque cirrus. Based on previous studies, a group of criteria 
developed for identifying cirrus clouds (Sassen et al., 2008) is used to identify if clouds 
along the lidar track are cirrus clouds. These criteria are: clouds must be transparent to 
lidar probing; and cloud top temperatures must be colder than -40°C. Cirrus clouds 
normally have visible optical depth not exceeding t=3.0 if they can be visually identifie d 
(Sassen and Cho, 1992; Sassen and Benson, 2001), and CALIOP lidar probing is 
restricted to visible optical depth t  <~ 3.0 -  4.0, so cirrus clouds are “seen” by lidar as be 
transparent. The second criteria is based on a maximum allowable cirrus cloud top 
temperature of -40°C, the homogeneous freezing point of pure water, which distinguishes 
all pure ice clouds from the possibility of mixed phase clouds containing supercooled 
liquid (Prauppacher and Klett, 1997). The correctness of these cirrus identification 
criteria are verified by the results of a climatology of midlatitude cirrus clouds using 
extended lidar measurement (Sassen and Campbell, 2001; Sassen, 2002).
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The level 2 IIR/lidar track product includes many columns along the half-orbit 
track. A column represents a 5 km horizontal resolution bin. The column includes the 
number of layers, layer types, and the layer heights. These layers are identified within 
three kinds of horizontal range windows along the half-orbit track, and the window 
information is included in the column. The 5, 20, and 80 km horizontal range window 
corresponds to 15, 60, and 240 level 1 lidar profiles, respectively. If the return signal 
from a cloud layer is strong, the cloud layer can be identified in 5 km window, but if the 
return signal from a cloud layer is weak, the cloud layer can only be identified in the 20 
km or even in the 80 km windows.
The background noises in the return lidar signals are much greater at daytime than 
at nighttime. Figure 3.2 illustrates two lidar level 1 profiles, one is a daytime profile, and 
another is a nighttime profile. It shows that the background noises at daytime are much 
greater than at nighttime. Let us study the day versus night difference of the background 
noise for the partial profiles from 30 km to 40 km. Table 3.1 lists the statistic values of 
the day and night partial profiles.
Table 3.1 Statistic values of day and night partial profiles
The unit of the numbers is 1.0E-05 km'1sr"1.
Min Mean Max STDDEV Max-min
Day -48.97 -4.64 30.58 18.75 79.56
Night -0.26 1.84 9.98 2.40 10.24
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of day and night total attenuated backscatter profiles
As shown in Table 3.1, the daytime variation range of total attenuated backscatter 
is around 8 times greater than the nighttime variation, and the daytime value standard 
deviation is also around 8 times greater than the nighttime value standard deviation.
A thin cloud layer may not be measured in daytime, because the return signal of 
the cloud layer has been immersed in the strong background noise at daytime; but a 
similar thin cloud layer may be measured at nighttime, because the background noise at 
nighttime is weak, and the return signal from the thin cloud layer are still good enough to 
be identified. In the application version I, the cirrus cloud identification algorithm 
considers all layers identified by the 5, 20, or 80 km windows as candidates to identify 
the cirrus cloud layers; while in the application version 2, only layers identified by 5 km 
window are chosen to identify the cirrus cloud layers.
In this thesis, lidar attenuated backscatters are used to determine if the clouds are 
transparent. If the maximum of lidar attenuated backscatters occur below the suitable 
cloud layer level, or at the earth’s level, this layer is identified as transparent to lidar 
probing. By using these criteria, dense ice, water, and mixed phase clouds are 
distinguished from cirrus clouds. Figure 3.3 is the flowchart of the algorithm developed 
for this thesis. The logic of the algorithm is as follows:
A. Read in level 1 lidar profile data, level 2 5km cloud layer data, and level 2 
IIR/lidar track data.
B. Loops go through each column in level 2. For each column, check the QC flag to 
make sure it is a good quality column.
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read lidar profile, 5km cloud 
layer, and HR files
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1. calculate sum-total and sum-perpendicular 
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temperature profiles and interpolate into a 583
K=0, layer loop
2. several conditions to judge if  the layer is cirrus 
cloud layer, mark 0 for cirrus cloud layer, and 1 
for cirrus cloud layer
j=j + j 3. calculate cloud top height and temperature, cloud
base height and temperature o f each valid layer
write processed data
+ ~
return to calling
K=K+1
Yes
info of the 
cirrus cloud 
columns
Figure 3.3 One file data process algorithm
If the column is of bad quality, do not process the column, go directly to next 
column; if the column is of good quality, then locate the related 15 profiles in 
level 1 lidar profiles, and sum these profiles to get the total attenuated 
backscattered coefficient profile TOT(z) and attenuated backscatter coefficient 
profile PER(z), again, only good quality profiles marked by the QC flag in the 
profile data are summed up; average the temperature profiles of 15 profiles and 
interpolate into 583-point temperature profile T(z). After determining the above 
profiles, the algorithm goes through layer loops of the column to identify if the 
layers are cirrus clouds. A cirrus cloud layer must meet two conditions: the layer 
top temperature must be less than -40°C, and the layer must be transparent. If the 
layer is cirrus cloud, it is marked as 1, otherwise, it is marked as 0, and the layer 
information is recorded. After going through the layer loop, the program 
calculates the cirrus cloud base and top temperature.
C. After finishing the column loop, all the profiles and layer information are stored in 
the data zone in the memory if the column includes a cirrus cloud layer.
In the level 1 and level 2 data, there are quality flags to indicate the quality of the 
data. These QC flags are used in the algorithm to assure the quality of processed results.
Figure 3.4 gives an example of a column in 5 km cloud data (top panel), 15 lidar 
level 1 profiles which correspond to the column (middle panel), and the average profile 
of these 15 profiles (bottom panel).
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Figure 3.4 Example of a column, related lidar profiles, and averaged profile
There are three feature layers in the column. Two of them are identified as cirrus 
cloud layers in the average profile by the cirrus cloud identification algorithm.
Figure 3.5 describes how to arrive at the sums of the total and perpendicular 
attenuated backscattering coefficient profiles and calculate the average temperature 
profile.
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Figure 3.5 Flowchart to calculate the profiles
First, locate those profiles in the level 1 profile file, according to the start and end 
profile IDs of column K, then sum the total and perpendicular attenuated backscattering 
coefficients, respectively, to form the total attenuated backscattering coefficient profile 
( TOT(z) ) and perpendicular backscattering coefficient profile ( PER(z) ). Second, locate 
those temperature profiles in level 1, and average those temperature values, except for 
those nonsense values, at each altitude to form an average temperature profile. A 
temperature profile is 33 point profile, whereas a TOT (z) and a PER (z) are 583 point 
profiles, so a temperature profile needs be interpolated into a 583-point profile. In this 
study, the value of -9999.0 indicates missing value due to control of QA/QC or missing 
data.
The cirrus cloud layer identification algorithm is presented in Figure 3.6. In each 
column, there are several cloud layers. The identification logic must go through each 
layer. In this research, only layers which are detected by using 5 km horizontal distance 
profiles are considered. The program first checks the layer’s top temperature. If the 
temperature is above -40°C, the layer is not a cirrus cloud layer, and the program returns 
to the calling program. Otherwise, the program goes further to check the transparency of 
the layer. If the layer is not the lowest layer, then the layer is cirrus cloud layer. If the 
layer is the lowest layer, and its maximum total attenuated backscattering coefficient is 
great than three times of the total attenuated backscattering coefficient from surface, the 
layer is considered non-transparent, and the layer is not considered a cirrus cloud layer. 
Otherwise, the layer is cirrus cloud layer.
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Figure 3.6 Cirrus cloud layer identification flowchart
As pointed out before, the CALIPSO produces around 14 daytime files and 14 
nighttime files per day. Daytime and nighttime files are processed separately. 14 daytime 
or nighttime files are combined by the program to produce daytime or nighttime one-day
data files with file names of yyyy-mm-dd_ZD[N].dat. The data fields in the processed 
data files are listed in Table B.14. Figure 3.7 describes the flowchart to produce the grid 
data.
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Figure 3.7 Flowchart to calculate daily longitude vs. latitude grid data
The daily data are grouped into the 5 degree longitude by 5 degree latitude boxes 
which are called grids. As described in Figure 3.7, the program calls the subroutine 
described in Figure 3.8 to calculate the sums of the total attenuated backscatter, 
perpendicular attenuated backscatter, temperature, and count profiles. The count profile 
counts how many cirrus cloud layers are summed at each height.
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Figure 3.8 Flowchart to calculate profiles in a grid
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Figure 3.8 is the flowchart to calculate the profiles in a grid. This program 
calculates the sums of the total and the perpendicular attenuated backscatter of cloud 
layers, the LDR profile, the temperature profile, and the average LDR of the grid. The 
data fields of the daily longitude-latitude grid data are described in Table B.l 5.
Monthly, seasonal, and yearly grid data are obtained by adding the daily grid data. 
Figure 3.9 is the flowchart to add the daily longitude versus latitude grid data.
the file to be added, file flag
I
read the file
build total data array according to data read from the
first file
add data from current file to total data arrays
calculate LDR profile, average LDR of each grid
I
calculate mean diameter
output total data arrays
Figure 3.9 Flowchart to add the longitude-latitude grid data
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This program accepts two input parameters: names of files whose data will be 
added in the total data arrays and a flag which indicates that total data arrays are empty. It
can be easily added together for analysis.
3.3 Linear Depolarization Ratio Algorithm
The calculation methods of LDR profiles of the grids in monthly, seasonal, or 
yearly grid files are different in the two version applications. In the application version 1, 
the LDR profiles are calculated for the columns in a half-orbit file, then the LDR profile 
for a grid is calculated by averaging the LDR profiles in the grid, and the average LDR of 
the grid is calculated by averaging the LDR profile. The LDR calculated in this method 
shows a great day versus night variation. In chapter 5, we discuss in detail the version 1 
LDR algorithm and compare the results produced by the two version LDR algorithms.
In the application version 2, the LDR profile of a grid is calculated by the sum of 
the perpendicular attenuated backscatters and the sum of the total attenuated backscatters. 
The calculation method for the LDR profile in a grid in the application version 2 can be 
described by Equation (3.1).
where TOT(z) is the summed total attenuated backscatter profiles, PER(z) is the 
summed perpendicular attenuated backscatter profiles, m is the number at height z . The
reads the grid data files. By using adding grid data subroutine, any time length grid data
(3.1)
summed total attenuated backscatters profiles of cirrus clouds are calculated in this way: 
because each total attenuated backscatter profile includes 583 points, and each point 
associates a height which is indicated in the height profile (583). If the points are within 
the cirrus cloud layers, they are valid points, and their values are kept, if the points are 
not within the cirrus cloud layers, the values of these points are set to -9999.0. The total 
attenuated backscatter profiles in the grid are added at each height. Only valid points are 
added and recorded in a sum profile, and numbers of valid points are recorded in a count 
profile. In the same way, the summed perpendicular attenuated backscatter can be 
calculated. The LDR profile then can be evaluated by calculating the ratio of the summed 
perpendicular attenuated backscatter to the summed total attenuated backscatter minus 
the summed perpendicular attenuated backscatter.
As for calculation of the average LDR, we have to consider the factor that lidar 
profiles have different vertical resolutions. The summed perpendicular and total 
attenuated backscatter profiles are weight-added, respectively, and the average LDR is 
obtained by the weight-added results. This method is illustrated by Equation 3.2.
n tk  /  n  tk
LDR -  ^  [azsumper(z)]} ^  \az(sumtot(z) -  sumper(z)\} , (3.2)
k =1 bk /  k - 1 bk
where n represent the number of cirrus cloud layer, az is the weight factor, tk and bk 
represent the top and base height of the k layer, and sumper(z) and sumtot(z) is the sum 
of the perpendicular and the sum of total backscatter profiles calculated in Equation (3.1), 
respectively. If weight 1 is used for the points in 30 meter resolution, then weight 2 is
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used for the points in 60 meters resolution. In the same way, points at 180 and 300 meters 
resolutions are weighted 6 and 10, respectively. Points in the perpendicular attenuated 
backscatter profile (i.e.,sumper(z)) are added by weight-addition method to get the sum 
of the perpendicular attenuated backscatters. In the same way, the sum of the total 
attenuated backscatters is obtained by weight-adding the points of the total attenuated 
backscatters profile (i.e., sumtot(z) ). The average LDR can be evaluated by divide the 
sum of the perpendicular attenuated backscatters by the difference of the sum of the 
attenuated backscatters and the sum of the perpendicular attenuated backscatters. There is 
another way to calculate the sums of perpendicular and total backscatters, respectively. It 
is called the interpolation method. The vertical resolutions of the profiles are 30, 60, 180, 
300 meters. One point is inserted with the value which is the same as the lower height 
point between points within 60 meter distance. In similar way, 5 points are inserted 
between points within 180 m, and 9 points between points within 300 meters.
The calculation method in the application version 1 is not reasonable when one 
considers the definition of the LDR of a grid. In this research, we are concerned with at 
least monthly average values of physical properties of cirrus clouds. A grid with a month 
of data includes about 8000 level 1 profile. With this large number of profiles, the two 
LDR calculation methods produce less difference when they are used to calculate the 
LDR profile and average LDR of a grid. A detailed discuss about the difference is 
covered in Chapter 5.
Figure 3.10 gives the flowchart to calculate the LDR profile and the average LDR 
in a grid. Monthly longitude-latitude grid data are calculated by summing the daily
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longitude-latitude grid data. The data fields of the monthly longitude-latitude grid data 
are the same as the daily longitude-latitude data files. The monthly longitude-latitude grid 
data are converted into monthly latitude-height grid data. The data fields of the latitude- 
height grid data are described in Table B .l6.
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Figure 3.10 Calculation of the LDR profile and average LDR of a grid
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3.4 Effective Diameter Algorithm
The split-window method is a popular approach to estimate the effective size of 
ice crystals and the ice water content of ice clouds. The effective emissivity of clouds can 
be evaluated by (Chomette et al., 2003)
= [Rk - R KBGV[Bk{T,Zc) - R KBG], (3.3)
where Rk is the calibrated radiance measured in channel k, and Rk BG is the outgoing top
of the atmosphere background radiance which would be observed in the absence of the 
studied cloud (this reference background radiance corresponds to clear sky radiance in 
case of single layer system), and Bk(T,Zc) is the radiance of cloud located at the 
reference altitude Zc , corresponding to a temperature T. The effective emissivity of
cirrus clouds is sensitive to the mean effective diameters of ice crystals of ice clouds. 
CALIPSO level 2 IIR/track data set provides radiances at three wavelengths (i.e., 8.65pm, 
10.6pm, and 12.5pm) at the top of atmosphere. If we present the difference of effective 
emissivities at two wavelengths as a function of emissivity at one wavelength, we find 
this function depends on the mean effective diameter of ice crystals. This interactive 
relationship is shown in Figure 3.11. As shown in the figure, the mean effective 
diameters determine the curvature and the position of curves, which indicate the 
relationships between the difference of emissivities at two wavelengths and the 
emissivity at one wavelength. One can construct a look-up table by simulation of the 
emissivities of clouds in terms of effective diameters and other macro-physical properties.
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Sensibility of Effective Emissivity to Effective Diameter
Emissivity s i 12.06 micro meter
Figure 3.11 Difference of effective emissivities as a function of emissivity
E12.05 represents the effective emissivity of clouds at 12.05 pm, and E12.05-E10.60 
represents the difference between the effective emissivity of cloud at 12.05pm and the 
effective emissivity of cloud at 10.60 pm. The numbers corresponding to curves are 
effective diameters in unit of pm.
By comparing measured effective emissivities with those in the look-up table, one 
can estimate the mean effective diameters and the ice water content. Figure 3.12 presents 
the scheme of the split-window method for estimation of the microphysical properties of 
ice clouds. There are two main steps in the method. In step 1, one constructs a look-up 
table which includes the simulation results of running a radiative transfer (RT) model to 
simulate emissivities at three wavelengths (8.65pm, 10.60pm, and 12.05pm) as a 
function of cloud physical quantities. The radiative transfer model used in the simulation 
is named streamer, which was developed by Key and Schweiger (1998). The inputs to the 
radiative transfer model include cloud-top height, cloud thickness, and effective diameter. 
The outputs of the radiative transfer model are radiances at the TOA at three wavelengths. 
The radiances are converted into effective emissivities of clouds by Eq. (3.3).
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Step 1, produce the look-up table
Step 2, check with the look-up table to find the estimated values of 
effective diameters and ice water content
Figure 3.12 Scheme of split-window for calculation of effective diameter
In these simulations, the height of cloud top changes from 7 km to 14 km with 
lkm resolution, thickness of clouds is in the range of 0 km to 4 km with 0.5 km 
resolution, and 18 ice crystal bulk scattering models from the mid-wave to far IR spectral
region (e.g. 3.08 pm to 100 pm) are used. The ice crystal bulk scattering models were 
developed by Baum and co-workers (Baum et al., 2011).
In step 2, one compares measured emissivities with simulation results to get the 
effective diameters. This thesis uses the squared distance method to determine the 
effective diameter. Within a 2-D coordinate system, where the y-coordinate is the 
difference of emissivities at two wavelengths and the x-coordinate is the emissivity at a 
wavelength, the squared distance between the measured values ( e , AJ k m ) and the
simulated values (eJS, Ay k s) for simulation cases are calculated by
A = (Aj i m -  Ay i;J)2 +(eJym ~ ej,s)2 ■ (3-2)
The case with the minimum of squared distance is used to estimate the effective diameter.
The radiative transfer model streamer is a band model. It can be used to calculate 
either radiances or irradiances. The major features (Key, 2002):
• Fluxes (irradiances) may be computed using two or more streams, either broadband or 
narrow band. The method for calculation of two streams comes from Toon et al. (1989), 
and the method for calculation of more than two streams comes from Stamnes et al. 
(1988).
• Radiances (intensities) may be computed for any polar and azimuthal angles, using 4 or 
more streams. TOA albedos or brightness temperatures are calculated along with the 
radiances.
• Upwelling and downwelling shortwave and longwave, as well as net fluxes, cloud 
radiative effect (“cloud forcing”), and heating rates can be computed.
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• There are 24 shortwave and 105 longwave bands.
• Gas absorption is parameterized with overlapping gases. Gaseous absorption may be 
turned on or off.
• Liquid and ice cloud optical properties, five aerosol optical models, and four aerosol 
vertical profiles are part of the model database. Clouds may be specified as some 
combination of particle size, water content, optical and geometrical thicknesses, or the 
optical properties and phase function can be input. A variety of different ice particle 
shapes (column, aggregate, etc.) are available. Mix-phase clouds (liquid and ice or ice 
and ice) can also be specified.
• There are seven standard atmospheric profiles. They are tropical, mid-latitude summer, 
mid-latitude winter, subarctic summer, subarctic winter, arctic summer, and arctic winter. 
Either standard or user-defined profiles can be used, or total column amounts of water 
vapor, ozone, and/or aerosols can be specified
• Each computation is done for a "scene," where the scene can be a mixture of up to 10 
cloud types occurring individually, up to 10 overlapping cloud sets of up to 10 clouds 
each, and clear sky, and all are above some combination of up to three surface types.
• Various built-in surface types may occur within the scene: open ocean (sea water), melt- 
ponds, bare ice, snow, vegetation (grass, dry grass, deciduous forest, and coniferous 
forest), and dry sand. Spectral albedo and bidirectional reflectance models (BRDF) are 
included, or BRDF data can be used as input.
In order to simulate effects of ice clouds with an RT model, precise knowledge of 
the bulk single-scattering properties of non-spherical ice crystals in ice clouds is required.
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An exact scattering theory for the solution covering all size parameters does not exist. 
There are many approximations and numerical approaches depending on the size 
parameter. Baum et al. (2005), for instance, developed a set of ice crystal bulk single­
scattering property models in the infrared spectral region by adopting theories and in-site 
measurements. They used in-situ data in midlatitude and tropical ice clouds from airborne 
sampling probes and balloon-borne replicators as the basis for the development of the 
model. Their research indicates that no single habit accurately replicates the derived ice 
water content and mean median mass diameters, but a mixture of habits can significantly 
improves the comparison of theoretical calculation with in situ measurement. The 
percentage of each habit used in the integration of a given property over a particle size 
distribution is based on the particle's maximum dimension. D < 60 microns: 100% 
droxtals; 60 microns < D < 1000 microns: 15% 3D bullet rosettes, 50% solid columns, 
and 35% plates; 1000 microns < D < 2500 microns: 45% hollow columns, 45% solid 
columns, and 10% aggregates; 2500 microns < D < 9500 microns: 97% 3D bullet rosettes, 
and 3% aggregates. The models provided bulk microphysical and optical properties, such 
as ice water content (IWC), median mass diameter, extinction efficiency, asymmetry 
factor, and single scattering albedo, at 1 cm'1 spectral resolution and spectral range from 
100 cm'1 to 3250 cm'1. The detailed information about the models is described by Baum 
et al. (2011). The main features of the model are:
• Size distributions are based on 45 size bins (particle size ranges from 2 to 9500 
microns).
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• Ice particle habit distributions vary as a function of the maximum dimension of a ice 
crystal.
• New ice crystal scattering property libraries have been calculated for a variety of habits, 
including droxtals, plates, hollow and solid columns, 3-D bullet rosettes, and aggregates.
• Each model contains the mean and standard deviation of each microphysical and optical 
property, including the ice water content, mean mass diameter, single scatter albedo, 
asymmetry factor, extinction efficiency, and the scattering phase function in selected 
wavenumber regions.
A set of 18 ice crystal bulk single scattering models was proposed according to 
effective diameter (De) from 10 to 180 microns in increments of 10 microns. The habit 
mixture as described above is used for all calculations of microphysical and optical 
properties using the idealized ice particles for which they have theoretical scattering 
calculations. Table 3.2 gives an example of the models (models not complete).
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Table 3.2 Example of ice crystal bulk single scattering models
Effective diameteifum): 10
Average o f iwc(gm-3): 0.0059
Acerage of media mass diameter(um): 13.39
Average o f total area(umA2): 75.52
Average of total volume(umA3): 647.7
Wavenumber (cm-1) Single-scattering albedo Asymmetry factor Extinction coefficient
100 0.3786 0.5504 0.2146
101 0.3765 0.5467 0.2190
102 0.3745 0.5431 0.2233
Continue to 3250
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The look-up table describes the effective diameters as function of cloud top height, 
cloud thickness, and emissivities at three wavelengths (8.65 pm, 10.60 pm, and 12.05 
pm). As mentioned before, cloud-top height from 7 km to 14 km with 1 km resolution, 
cloud thickness from 0 km to 4 km with 0.5 km resolution, and 18 bulk ice crystal models 
are used as inputs of the radiative transfer model to produce the look-up table in this 
study. The format of the look-up table is shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Look-up table of simulations of effective diameter
E8.65 represents effective emissivity at 8.65pm, E8.65-E12.05 represents the difference 
of effective emissivity at 8.65pm minus the effective emissivity at 12.05pm. D represents 
effective diameter in pm, Hgt represents cloud-top height in km, Tck represents thicknes 
in km.
D Hgt Tck E8.65 E10.6 E12.5 E8.65-E10.6 E8.65-E12.05 E10.6-E12.05
10 7.0 1.0 0.365 0.384 0.622 -0.019 -0.257 -0.238
30 8.0 3.0 0.778 0744 0.839 0.034 -0.06 -0.095
not complete table
CALIPSO provides infrared radiation measurements in three wavelengths, so one 
needs to decide which wavelength pair is the best for the estimation of effective diameter. 
For the purpose of comparing the sensibility of three emissivity difference pairs to the 
effective diameter, the radiative transfer model simulation results with a fixed 7 km 
cloud-top height and 2 km cloud thickness, and various effective diameters from 10 to 80 
micro meters are plotted in Figure 3.13.
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Sensibility  of Effective Em issivity to Effective Diam eter
Em issivity a t 12.05 m icro m eter
E m issivity  a t 12.05 m icro m eter
E m issivity  a t 10.6 m icro m eter
Figure 3.13 Comparison of sensitivity of emissivity to effective diameter
In Figure 3.13, E10.6 represents emissivity at 10.6 pm wavelength, E10.6-E8.65 
represents the difference of emissivities at 10.6pm and 8.65pm. Figure 3.13 shows that 
E10.6-E8.65 has the lowest sensitivity to large effective diameter; E12.05-E8.65 has a 
slightly higher sensitivity to small effective diameter than E12.05-E10.6, but its 
sensitivity to large effective diameter is not as high as E12.05-E10.6. In overview, 
E12.05-E10.6 has the highest sensitivity to effective diameter, therefore, is picked to 
estimate the effective diameter in this research. Instruments have spectral response 
functions. The band-weight files provided by the HR science team are the input to the RT 
model for radiative calculation.
3.5 Error Analysis for Estimation of Quantities
Before one can use the estimated physical quantities to describe the properties of 
clouds, one has to know how accurate these quantities are. The errors for quantities can 
be estimated by using classical statistic theory. As an example, the error by using the 
sample frequency to estimate the frequency of occurrence of ice clouds is analyzed. One 
month of data from 2006/07 is randomly picked to illustrate the error analysis procedure. 
Figure 3.14 shows the sample size to estimate the physical quantities. The white 
background in the display means there is no available data.
There are a lot of columns in a grid. As mentioned before, each column 
corresponds to 15 lidar profiles, so the total lidar profiles in the grid is the number of 
columns multiplied by 15. The numbers of columns in the grids with latitude between 
60S and 60N degree do not spread out widely.
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Figure 3.14 Sample size to estimate the physical quantities of cirrus clouds
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They have a mean value of 551 and a standard deviation of 94. Because of many 
overridden flights at both the northern and southern regions, the numbers of columns in 
the grids with greater than 60N latitude in the northern hemisphere or less than 60S 
latitude in the southern hemisphere are much larger, so estimation error for grids in these 
regions are smaller than for those between 60S and 60N latitude.
The following analysis shows that the physical quantities estimated for the grids 
in the range of latitude of 60S to 60N are consistently accurate. According to basic 
statistic theory, the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds ( p  ) is the population 
frequency. In order to estimate this frequency, N samples are measured. The sample 
frequency is p  . As long as N is large, p  is approximately normally distributed. The 
mean of p  equals the population proportion: p -  -  p  and the standard deviation of p  is 
defined as (Weiss, 2008)
The margin of error by using p  to estimate p  with confidence level of 1 - a  is (Weiss, 
2008)
The frequency of occurrence of ice clouds in one month is illustrated in Figure 3.15. The 
errors of estimation with 95% confidence level are calculated by the equation (3.4), and 
the result is shown in Figure 3.16.
(3.3)
E -  Z„n<J, .a / 2 ' - ’ s (3.4)
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Frequecy of O ccurence of Cirrus Clouds, Day and Night
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Figure 3.15 Frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds
Zero frequency of occurrence at a grid (5 longitudes by 5 latitudes) indicates that 
either there is no ice cloud if the grid is in the measurement range, or there is no 
observation data if the grid is out of measurement range. The estimation errors for 
frequency of occurrence of ice clouds are presented in Figure 3.16. As shown in this
figure, the majority of the estimation errors are very small. Only very few grids with 
large errors exist either less than 65 S latitude daytime or more than 60N latitude 
nighttime. The mean margin of error is 0.028 and 0.031 at daytime and nighttime, 
respectively.
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Margin of Error for Frequency of Occurrence, Day and Night
Longitude, degree
Figure 3.16 Margin of error for estimation of frequency of occurrence
By calculation, one obtains the maximum, mean, and standard deviation values at 
daytime are 0.24, 0.03, and 0.02, respectively, and the maximum, mean, and standard 
deviation values at nighttime are 0.38, 0.03, and 0.02, respectively. This means that one 
has 95% confidence to say that the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds at daytime is 
in the range between 0.21 and 0.27, and the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds at 
nighttime is in the range between 0.35 and 0.41. The estimation errors for other physical 
quantities such as cloud-top height, thickness, and cloud-top temperature are analyzed in 
the same way.
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Chapter 4 Macro-physical Properties of Cirrus Clouds
As pointed out before, the macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds presented in 
the thesis include the cloud amount, cloud-top height, cloud-top temperature, and cloud 
thickness, and strongly impact the radiative effects of clouds. Global characteristics of 
cirrus cloud macro-physical properties are investigated in this chapter.
4.1 Overview of Cirrus Cloud Formation
For better understanding and explanation of the global distribution of cirrus 
clouds, the formation mechanics of cirrus clouds are viewed. Compared to water clouds, 
which contain relatively high concentrations of small cloud droplets, cirrus clouds 
typically contain low concentrations of large ice crystals with various non-spherical 
shapes. Thus the impacts of cirrus clouds on the climate system differ from those of water 
clouds. There are five types of formation mechanics of cirrus clouds. Table 4.1 
summarizes the generating mechanisms responsible for cirrus cloud formation (Sassen, 
2002).
Table 4.1 Type of cirrus clouds in terms of generating mechanism
Category Mechanism
Synoptic (jet stream, frontal, etc.) Top-down generation
Injection cirrus Thunderstorm anvil-derived
Mountain-wave updraft Orographic, terrain-induced
Cold trap Tropopause-topped thin layer
Contrail-cirrus Rapid cooling of aircraft exhausts
These mechanisms demonstrate the connections between cirrus cloud generation 
and weather processes. Synoptic cirrus clouds often appear at midlatitudes over land and 
ocean. They form in connection with jet streams, and frontal and low-pressure systems. 
These types of clouds tend to form from cloud top ice nucleating zones, where 
temperature is very low, and the ice supersaturation ratio is relatively high, therefore, 
homogeneous nucleation of haze particles can happen. As long as ice nuclei forms, the 
environment is favorable to the growth of ice crystals. Moist air brought by synoptic 
weather makes ice crystals grow to form cirrus clouds.
Injection cirrus clouds are formed by strong updrafts in deep convective clouds. 
Cumulonimbus clouds occur over both land and ocean in summer, and are especially 
concentrated in the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and other tropical regions. 
Deep convective activity transfer large amounts of water high into the atmosphere. As 
some water clouds reach these low temperature levels, some cloud drops freeze. As long 
as there are some ice crystals, favorable condition for ice crystal growth leads to injection 
cirrus clouds form.
Mountain wave cirrus cloud formation follows in the way that mountains force air 
mass up drafting, thereby bringing relatively warm water vapor rich air to the upper 
troposphere, where the air is cooled and ice crystals form. Mountain wave cirrus clouds 
can persist over long distances downwind of the responsible terrain features.
Cold trap cirrus clouds occur in the tropics at very high altitudes and very cold 
temperatures. The moisture supply comes from thunderstorm activity.
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Contrail cirrus clouds are caused by the exhausts from jet air traffic in the upper 
troposphere. Water vapor from the jet plane exhausts can easily freeze homogeneously in 
the upper troposphere and function as the ice nuclei to initialize the ice crystal growing 
process.
4.2 Result and Analysis
The macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds are investigated in terms of their 
global distributions and variations with time.
4.2.1 Yearly Average Macro-physical Properties of Cirrus Clouds
Figure 4.1 illustrates the annual average global distribution of identified cirrus
clouds and the surface level pressure in 2007 in terms of longitude versus latitude display
presented on 5.0 degree longitude by 5.0 degree latitude resolution. 2007 annual average
surface level pressure data are from the HadSLP2 data (Allan and Ansell, 2006),
provided by the Earth System Research Laboratory (2011). As shown in Figure 4.1, the
global distribution of cirrus clouds has close relationship with the global distribution of
the surface level pressure. Cirrus clouds are abundant in regions where low pressure
dominates, and are absent in regions where high pressure dominates. The global
distribution of cirrus clouds has a zonal band pattern. Cirrus clouds also change by
locations in each band. The maximum cirrus coverage band occurs in the ITCZ. Low
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surface level pressure dominates in the ITCZ, and deep convection pushes up abundant 
warm moist air, as a result, a lot of injection cirrus clouds form in this narrow band.
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Frequency of Cirrus Cloud
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Figure 4.1 2007 frequency of occurrence and surface level pressure
Seasonal monsoonal circulation contributes to the change of cirrus cloud coverage 
by location. Cirrus cloud coverage of up to -60% appears at central southern America, 
western Africa, Indonesia, and the west-central Pacific Ocean warm pool. Less cirrus 
coverage bands occur in the northern and southern midlatitude storm tracks zones. 
Abundant synoptic weather systems produce synoptic cirrus clouds. At the Aleutian and 
Icelandic lows regions, synoptic cirrus clouds occur more frequently than in other regions. 
In between the ITCZ and midlatitudes (around northern 30 and southern 30 degree 
latitude zones), few cirrus clouds occur because these bands are located right in the high 
pressure zones of the Hadley cell circulation, where large-scale descending air motion 
depresses generation of clouds. In particular, Northern Africa, Central Australia, and the 
south-western United States are in the subtropical high-pressure zones where subsidence 
and divergent flow dominate, leading to the absence of cirrus clouds. In the northern and 
southern polar regions, few cirrus clouds exist because of the polar highs.
Figure 4.2 shows the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds varies with height.
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F requency of Cirrus Cloud O ccurrence
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Figure 4.2 Frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds varies with height
As shown in Figure 4.2, although cirrus clouds occurred in large height ranges 
during a year, the majority of cirrus clouds occur in the narrow height band. The highest 
values of frequency of cirrus cloud occurrence are located around the ITCZ, and the least 
values occur at around 30 degree south and north midlatitudes. The height, where cirrus 
clouds most frequently occur, decreases with the increase of latitude.
The distributions of cloud-top height, cloud-top temperature, and thickness of 
cirrus clouds are shown in Figure 4.3, named as distribution of annual average macro­
physical properties of cirrus clouds. The distribution of cloud-top height of cirrus clouds 
has an apparent three zonal-band pattern. The cloud-top height of cirrus clouds is the 
highest in the tropical regions, low in the midlatitude regions, and lowest in the polar 
regions. Cirrus clouds at the ITCZ have the highest cloud tops (about 14 km). Cloud top
height decreases gradually as the poles are approached in both hemispheres. The lowest 
cloud-top height in the northern polar region (85N degree latitude) is 8 km.
The cloud-top temperature of cirrus clouds has the similar pattern as the cloud-top 
height of cirrus clouds. The cloud-top temperature is the lowest in the equatorial belt, 
relatively low in polar regions, and highest in midlatitude regions. Because different 
latitude zones of the earth accept different magnitudes of radiation from the sun, for 
example, the tropical regions accept the most radiative energy from the sun, and the polar 
regions obtain the least radiative energy, the distribution of the surface temperature of the 
earth has a zonal band pattern. The surface temperature is high, middle, low in the 
tropical, the midlatidute, and the polar regions, respectively.
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F req u en cy  of Cirrus Cloud O ccurrence
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Figure 4.3 2007 annual average macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds
The atmosphere temperature profiles are primarily impacted by the surface 
temperature. As a result, the high levels, where air is saturated and clouds possibly form, 
vary with latitude.
The yearly average macro-physical properties are summed in Table 4.2. One can 
obtain the conclusion that 2007 and 2008 annual average macro-physical properties are 
very similar.
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Table 4.2 2007 annual average macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds
Frequency of 
occurrence
cloud-top 
height (km)
cloud-top
temperature(°C)
cloud
thickness (km)
Polar region 0.28 8.4 -53 2.5
Midlatidute
regions
0.26 10.3 -52 2.3
Tropical
regions
0.27 13.7 -63 2.1
Globe 0.27 10.9 -56 2.3
Figure 4.4 illustrates the annual average macro-physical properties variation with 
latitude. It shows the band patterns of the cloud-top height, cloud-top temperature. The 
variation pattern of cirrus cloud thickness is not similar to the patterns of cloud-top height 
and cloud-top temperature.
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Figure 4.4 Yearly average macro-physical properties variation with latitude
As derived from the algorithm developed for this thesis
In general, cirrus clouds in the polar regions are thicker than those in the 
midlatitude region. Cirrus clouds are thin in the regions where cirrus clouds are few. The 
relation between the frequency of occurrence and cloud thickness of cirrus clouds is 
obvious. For the regions where clouds do not easily form, the thickness of the clouds is 
small, and for the region where cirrus clouds are abundant, the thickness of the cirrus 
clouds are relatively thick.
4.2.2 Diurnal Variation of Cirrus Clouds
The diurnal variation of the macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds is
measured by CALIPSO data and shown in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6 shows the difference 
between the macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds at nighttime and the macro­
physical properties of cirrus clouds at daytime, and Figure 4.7 illustrates day versus night 
variation with latitude. The frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds over the globe is 
slightly greater at nighttime than at daytime. In the polar regions and in South America 
and central Africa, the day versus night variation of the frequency of occurrence of cirrus 
clouds is greater than in other regions. The annual average frequency of occurrence of 
cirrus clouds is 24% and 30% at day and night time, respectively. The cloud-top height of 
cirrus clouds is slightly higher at night (average 11.28 km) than at daytime (average 
10.95 km). The cloud-top temperature of cirrus clouds at nighttime (-65.4°C) is about 5°C 
lower than the cloud-top temperature at daytime (-59.2°C). The cloud thickness of cirrus 
clouds has a great diurnal variation with much greater cloud thickness at nighttime than at 
daytime. The cloud thickness is 1.95 km and 2.98 km at day and night, respectively.
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Diurnal variation o f the macro-physical properties o f cirrus clouds
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Figure 4.5 Day versus night variation of macro-physical properties
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Figure 4.6 Difference of macro-physical properties between night and day
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Figure 4.7 Diurnal variation of macro-physical properties
The solid lines represent the properties at daytime and dot lines represent the properties at 
nighttime.
The cause for the measured diurnal variations of cloud-top height, cloud-top 
temperature, and cloud thickness of cirrus clouds is measurement error. The solar light 
causes strong background noise in the perpendicular and parallel return signals during 
daytime, but the background noise is weak at nighttime. As a result, a very thin cirrus 
cloud layer which is not identified by the lidar at daytime can be measured at nighttime; 
for a thick cirrus cloud layer, the lidar measures a lower cloud-top height and a higher 
cloud-base height at daytime than at nighttime. The day versus night variation of 
background noise in the return signals also causes measured diurnal variance of the 
frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds. Another reason for the measured diurnal 
variation of the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds relates to the CALIPSO 
measurement timing. Remember that CALIPSO always flies over the equator at around 
1:30 pm local time in a day and 2:15 am local time at night, therefore, the frequency of 
occurrence of cirrus clouds during daytime in the tropical region actually reflects the 
cloud amount at around 1:30 pm local time in a day, and the frequency of occurrence of 
cirrus clouds during nighttime in the tropical region actually reflects the cloud amount at 
around 2:15 am local time at night. In the tropical region, cirrus clouds are produced 
mainly by deep convection. Thunderstorms over land normally form in the later 
afternoon (Sassen et al., 2009). As a result, more cirrus clouds are measured at night than 
at day in the South America and the Central Africa regions. In conclusion, measured 
diumal variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds results from strong day 
versus night difference of background noise.
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4.2.3 Seasonal Variation of Cirrus Clouds
Seasonally averaged frequency of cirrus cloud occurrence, cloud-top height, cloud
thickness, and cloud-top temperature are illustrated in Figures 4.8 to 4.11, respectively. 
As shown in Figure 4.8, the ITCZ has a north-south migration pattern. In northern 
hemispheric summer (JJA), the ITCZ is north of the equator; while in the northern 
hemispheric winter (DJF), it migrates to south of the equator. Cirrus clouds in the 
northern midlatitude zone change a lot by season. In DJF, the polar jet stream locates at 
low latitude, and cirrus clouds occur to the high side of the polar jet stream. In JJA, the 
polar jet stream migrates back to high latitude (around 60 degree latitude), and the cirrus 
cloud amount in the midlatitude zone decreases. The Indian Ocean monsoons strongly 
influence the cirrus clouds in the region. During JJA, the high surface temperature over 
the Tibetan plain generates a thermal low. This low pressure and convergence dominate 
the circulation over southern Asia. Warm, moist air from the adjacent ocean flows onto 
the landmass and rises to form aloft a lot of cirrus clouds. In the winter season, high- 
pressure and subsiding dry air dominate the Tibetan plain, and winter monsoons flow off 
the Asia continent. As a result, there are few cirrus clouds over the region.
Polar Stratospheric Clouds show a strong seasonal variation. In the southern 
hemisphere winter (JJA), a lot of polar stratospheric clouds form in the South Pole. Over 
all, the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds is 26.8%, 27.4%, 26.8%, and 27.0% in 
DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON season, respectively.
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Figure 4.8 Seasonal average frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds
Cloud-top height also shows some seasonal variation. Cirrus clouds in the ITCZ 
occur at higher level in DJF than in JJA, while the variation of the midlatitude cirrus 
cloud-top height is the opposite, i.e., the cloud-top height of the midlatitude cirrus clouds 
is lower in DJF than in JJA season. The seasonal global average of cloud-top height is 
10.73 km, 10.81 km, 11.30 km, and 10.82 km in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON, respectively.
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Figure 4.9 Seasonal average cloud-top height of cirrus clouds
Cloud thickness does not show apparent seasonal variation except in the polar 
regions. In DJF, northern polar region is cold, some PSCs occur there. In JJA, southern 
polar region is extremely cold, a lot of PSCs occur during that season. PSCs are 
responsible for great thickness variation in the polar regions. The seasonal average cloud 
thickness of cirrus clouds is 2.29 km, 2.31km, 2.31 km, and 2.26 km in DJF, MAM, JJA, 
and SON season, respectively.
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Figure 4.10 Seasonal average thickness of cirrus clouds
The cloud-top temperature seasonal variation is very small. Because PSCs in the 
polar regions, cloud-top temperature is low in DJF in the northern polar region and in JJA 
in the southern polar region. The seasonal average cloud-top temperature is -56°C 
through all seasons.
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Figure 4.11 Seasonal average temperature of cirrus clouds
4.2.4 Monthly Variation of Cirrus Clouds
The monthly variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds in 2007 is
shown in Figure 4.12. The monthly variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus
clouds clearly reveals the migration of ITCZ. As shown in the top panel in Figure 4.12,
from January to March, ITCZ is in the south of the equator; ITCZ usually begins its shift
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to north in April; in May to October, ITCZ stays in north of the equator; and it beings to 
migrate back to south of the equator in November and December.
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Figure 4.12 Monthly variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds
The cloud loud-top height, cloud-top temperature, and cloud thickness do not 
show apparent variations in the tropical and midlatitude regions, but show great variation 
in the polar regions. Again, PSCs in the polar regions are main factor in influencing these 
variations.
The monthly variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds with latitude 
is shown in Figure 4.13. The monthly variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus 
clouds depends on the latitude. The monthly variation of cirrus clouds is great in the polar 
regions, middle in the midlatitude regions, and small in the tropical regions. The monthly 
variation of the solar radiation on these three latitude regions is responsible for the 
monthly variation of the cirrus clouds with latitude. In the tropical regions, solar radiation 
has small monthly variation, the atmospheric environment variation over these regions is 
small, as a result, the monthly variation of cirrus clouds is small. The polar regions 
experience the great monthly variation of incoming solar radiation, the PSCs occur in 
these regions because of very cold weather in local winter time. Cirrus clouds over these 
regions have the greatest monthly variation.
4.2.5 Year to Year Comparison
Studying the year-to-year variation of cirrus clouds has a climatological meaning.
Figure 4.14 shows the global distribution of annual average macro-physical quantities in 
2008, and Figure 4.15 shows the difference that the macro-physical properties of cirrus 
clouds in 2008 minus the macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds in 2007.
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Figure 4.13 Monthly variation of macro-physical properties with latitude
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Figure 4.14 2008 yearly average cirrus cloud macro-physical properties
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Figure 4.15 Differences between 2008 and 2007 macro-physical properties
In general, the two figures show similar characteristics. Zones with high and low 
frequencies of cirrus cloud occurrence are located at similar locations in 2007 and 2008. 
Annual average cloud-top height, cloud thickness and cloud-top temperature in 2007 and 
2008 are also very similar. Table 4.3 compares the annual mean values of macro-physical 
properties of cirrus clouds in 2007 and 2008. This implies that the year-to-year variation 
of annual average macro-physical quantities of cirrus clouds is very small.
Table 4.3 2007 and 2008 micro-physical properties of cirrus clouds
2007 2008
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Freq. of cloud Occurrence 0.27 0.11 0.27 0.12
Cloud Top Height 11.05 2.38 10.91 2.38
Cloud Top Temperature -57.50 6.13 -57.10 6.20
Cloud Thickness 2.45 0.32 2.35 0.31
4.3 Climatological Comparisons
CALIPSO findings describing the characteristics of cirrus clouds on a global scale 
are compared with the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) high 
cloud data and a surface observation data set. The ISCCP was established in 1982 as a 
part of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP). It coordinates world satellite 
radiance measurements to infer the global distribution of clouds, their properties, as well 
as their diurnal, seasonal, and interannual variations. The ISCCP IR cirrus clouds and
cirrus plus cirrostratus data of 2007 are used for the comparison. The surface observation 
dataset used in the comparison comes from Hahn and Warren (1999). Figure 4.16 shows 
yearly mean frequency of cirrus cloud occurrence derived from CALIPSO and ISCCP.
In general, both data sets disclose a similar global pattern; the peak value occurs 
at the same latitude. At northern and southern 30 latitudes, both measurements show 
rather low frequencies. The only exception is the relatively great frequencies in polar 
regions which are shown in the data obtained by the CALIPSO method, because the polar 
stratosphere clouds are included in CALIPSO method, but apparently not in the ISCCP. 
Cirrus clouds in ISCCP findings are less than in the CALIPSO findings, especially at 
tropical regions where thin to sub-visible cold trap cirrus clouds are expected. Because 
both methods use a similar upper optical depth to identify cirrus clouds (optical depth <3), 
this difference may be due to the fact that passive satellite data have difficulties in 
detecting optically thin ice clouds, Because the passive measurement actually measures 
the radiances in visible channels, converts the radiances into reflectance to retrieve cloud 
information, and the radiative radiance is very weak for optically thin ice clouds, the 
passive measurement is not sensitive to this kind of cirrus cloud. When comparing ISCCP 
cirrus clouds (Ci) plus cirrus stratus clouds (CiSt) with CALIPSO measurement, a better 
agreement is achieved.
2007 zonal-average frequencies of occurrence of cirrus cloud measured by 
CALIPSO are compared with ISCCP and surface observation in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16 Yearly average of frequency of cirrus cloud occurrence
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Figure 4.17 Zonal-average frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds.
The maximum frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds is 1.
It should be kept in mind that the surface observation data used to be compared 
here are 1971 to 1996 average cloud amounts of high level clouds. The effects of 
interannual weather variations may lead to unrepresentative findings in comparison. 
Figure 4.17 shows the asymmetric distribution characteristics of the frequency of 
occurrence of cirrus clouds in all three data sets. Both CALIPSO and ISCCP data show 
that cirrus clouds occur most frequently in regions around 5N degree. Cirrus clouds occur
more frequently in the northern midlatitude region than in the southern midlatitude region. 
Land coverage is greater in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere, 
terrain-induced cirrus clouds occur more frequently in the northern hemisphere. The 
frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds derived from CALIPSO is higher in the southern 
polar region than in the northern polar region, but this phenomena does not occur in the 
frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds derived from ISCCP. As a result, the difference 
of the frequencies of occurrence derived from CALIPSO and ISCCP has an asymmetric 
behavior. The primary reason is that CALIPSO data sets include the PSCs but ISCCP 
data sets do not, and the PSCs occur more frequently in the southern polar region than in 
the northern polar region.
The statistical results of the 2007 zonal-average frequencies of cirrus cloud 
occurrence versus latitude are shown in Table 4.4. The frequencies of cirrus cloud 
occurrence determined by CALIPSO are greater than those determined by ISCCP Ci 
plusing CiSt data set in the tropical (26.9%), the midlatitude (32.6%) and the polar 
regions (67.9%). The greatest difference between CALIPSO and ISCCP measurements 
occur at polar regions (74.0% in the south polar region, and 61.8% in the northern polar 
region). This difference is significant. Apart from the primary reason that the polar 
stratospheric clouds are included in the CALIPSO measurement, another possible reason 
is that the cirrus cloud identification methods used in ISCCP and CALIPSO are different. 
This also implies that lidar measurement from space is better than passive measurement.
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Table 4.4 Zonal-average cirrus cloud frequency versus latitude
Percentages of differences of ISCCP Cirrus only and ISCCP Cirrus plus Cirrostratus 
correspond to CALIPSO are to the right of frequencies in corresponding columns.
Latitude (degree) CALIPSO
(%)
ISCCP-Ci
(%)
ISCCP-Ci+CiSt (%) SOB, land SOB, sea
—85 to -60 30.8 3.7(88.0) 8.0(74.0) 25.4 20.2
-60 to -30 25.3 8.7(65.6) 16.2(36.0) 23.8 12.3
-30 to -15 16.3 11.2(31.3) 15.4(5.5) 15.0 10.0
-15 to +15 35.5 17.6(50.4) 24.8(30.1) 27.2 13.3
+15 to +30 20.6 11.6(43.7) 15.7(23.8) 12.3 8.0
+30 to +60 27.6 12.6(54.3) 19.5(29.3) 20.6 12.7
+60 to ~+85 24.6 6.5(73.6) 9.4(61.8) 28.8 17.5
All 27.0 10.0 15.5 22.8 12.4
Surface observation has its inherent limit. When mid or low-level clouds occur, 
cirrus clouds above these clouds cannot be observed. But if many years of observation 
data are used for comparison, the impact of the limit of the surface observation decreases. 
Surface observation reveals a similar cirrus cloud zonal distribution pattern that is 
determined by CALIPSO. In polar regions, surface observation shows relatively large 
amounts of cirrus clouds. This overestimation may be due to poor sampling in polar 
regions or misidentification of low- or mid-level ice clouds as cirrus clouds. If the 
interannual variations of the surface observation data are excluded, one may conclude 
that the surface observation results are closer to the CALIPSO measurement results than 
to the passive measurement results. The total global average frequency of occurrence of 
cirrus clouds in 2007 derived from CALIPSO, ISCCP Ci and ISCCP Ci+CiSt are 27.0%,
10.0% and 15.5%, respectively. The 1971-1996 high level cloud amounts by surface 
observation are 22.8% over land and 12.4% over sea.
The Lidar in CALIPSO satellite has a high resolution and is highly sensitive to 
tiny ice crystals in the cirrus clouds. The passive measurement that ISCCP provided is 
not sensitive to optically thin cirrus clouds. Surface observation cannot accurately derive 
the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds because of its inherent limit. Therefore, lidar 
on a satellite is an ideal tool for measuring cirrus clouds. The comparison results 
presented in Table 4.3 indicate that cloud measurement is a challenge, and one should use 
as many measurement methods as possible to retrieve the cloud properties.
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Chapter 5 Global Linear Depolarization Ratio
The microphysical properties of clouds include shape, size, and size distribution 
of the particles which compose clouds. Because ice clouds are composed of various 
shapes and sizes of ice crystals, their micro-physical and radiative properties are difficult 
to completely understand. In order to obtain knowledge of cloud global distribution and 
cloud properties, people use satellite measurements. Linear Depolarization Ratio is an 
indicator to reflect the habits of ice crystals in ice clouds. In this chapter, global 
distribution of cirrus cloud LDRs and their changes in terms of time are studied.
As mentioned before, there are two differences between the application version 1 
and the application version 2. One is the cirrus identification algorithm, and the other is 
the LDR calculation algorithm. The LDR results produced by the application version 1 
are shown in Appendix C, and the LDR results produced by the application version 2 are 
present in this chapter. It is necessary to investigate these two version applications and 
their results before analyzing the LDR results.
5.1 Discussion of the Difference of Two Version Applications
Two versions of cirrus cloud identification algorithms have already been 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 1 
checks all layers to determine if they are cirrus cloud layers, while the cirrus cloud 
identification algorithm version 2 checks the layers identified only by the 5 km window
to determine if they are cirrus cloud layers. Figure 5.1 shows the October 2006 monthly 
average LDR by using the cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 1 and the LDR 
calculation algorithm version 2, and Figure 5.2 shows the same monthly average LDR 
derived by using the cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 2 and the LDR 
calculation algorithm version 2.
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Figure 5.1 Monthly average LDR by cirrus cloud identification algorithm v.l
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Figure 5.2 Monthly average LDR by cirrus cloud identification algorithm v.2
As shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the LDR values determined by the cirrus cloud 
identification algorithm version 2 are slightly greater than those determined by the cirrus 
cloud identification algorithm version 1. Because the cirrus cloud layers identified by the 
cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 1 includes more thin cirrus layers than those
identified by the cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 2 and thin cirrus cloud 
layers usually have small LDR values, the LDR values of the cirrus clouds determined by 
the cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 1 are smaller than the LDR values of 
those determined by the cirrus cloud identification algorithm version 2. Table 5.1 lists the 
average LDR values determined with different algorithms. As shown in this table, the 
variation of the average LDR values determined by two cirrus cloud identification 
algorithms is not significant (daytime and night differences by two versions are 0.04).
Table 5.1 Monthly average LDR determined by different algorithms
C I v l  and CI_v2 represent the cirrus cloud identification algorithm versionl and 
version2, respectively, and l d r v l  and ldr_v2 represent the LDR calculation algorithm 
version 1 and version 2, respectively.
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AVERAG LDR Daytime Nighttime Daytime-Nighttime
CI v l, ldr vl 0.35 0.23 0.12
CI v l, ldr_v2 0.30 0.26 0.04
CI_v2, ldr_v2 0.31 0.27 0.04
There are two versions of the LDR calculation algorithms. The version 2 LDR 
calculation has already been discussed in detail in Chapter 3.The detailed steps in the 
version 1 LDR calculation algorithm include:
Step 1, calculate LDR values of the columns in a half-orbit file.
A. calculate the LDR profile
B. calculate the LDR values of the cirrus cloud layers in the column
C. average the LDR values of the layers to obtain the LDR of this column 
Step 2, calculate the LDR profile and LDR value of a grid
D. LDR profile of a grid is calculated by averaging the LDR profiles in the grid
E. LDR of a grid is calculate by summing the LDR values of the columns in the grid 
The version 1 LDR calculation algorithm calculates the LDR of columns, then
averages the LDR values of columns to obtain the LDR values of a grid, while the 
version 2 LDR calculation algorithm calculates the sums of the total and perpendicular 
attenuated backscatters in a grid, respectively, then calculates the LDR of the grid by 
these two sum values. Another key difference is that the impact of the variation of the 
vertical resolution in lidar profiles is not considered in the version 1 LDR calculation 
algorithm, while in the version 2 LDR calculation algorithm, the weight-addition method 
is used to calculate the sums of the total and perpendicular attenuated backscatter profiles, 
respectively. Figure 5.3 shows a monthly average LDR determined by the cirrus cloud 
identification algorithm version 1 and the LDR calculation algorithm version 1. By 
comparing Figures 5.3 and 5.1, we found that the LDR values determined by the two 
versions of LDR calculation algorithms are much different. The LDR values at daytime 
determined by the version 1 LDR calculation algorithm are greater than those determined 
by the version 2 LDR calculation algorithm, but the LDR values at nighttime determined 
by the version 1 LDR calculation algorithm is smaller than those determined by the 
version 2 LDR calculation algorithm. Table 3.1 shows that the LDR difference between 
daytime and nighttime determined by the version 1 LDR calculation algorithm (0.13) is 
greater than that determined by the version 2 LDR calculation algorithm (0.04).
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Figure 5.3 Monthly average LDR calculated by LDR calculation algorithm v.l
As discussed in Chapter 3, because the background noise at daytime is much 
stronger than that at nighttime, measured thin cirrus cloud layers at nighttime occur much 
more often than daytime. In the version 2 LDR calculation algorithm, we first sum 
attenuated backscatter, then calculate LDR. Because the thin cirrus cloud layers have
small attenuated backscatters, the small attenuated backscatters have less contribution to 
the summary values. Therefore, thin cirrus cloud layers have less impact on calculation of 
average LDR than the thick cirrus cloud layers. In the versionl LDR calculation 
algorithm, we calculate the LDR of the layers, average the LDR of layers to obtain the 
LDR of the column, and then average the LDR of columns in a grid to obtain the LDR of 
the grid. In this way, the LDR values from the thin cirrus cloud layers are equally 
weighted as the LDR values from the thick cirrus cloud layers. As a result, the nighttime 
LDR values determined by the LDR calculation algorithm version 1 are much smaller 
than those determined by the LDR calculation algorithm version 2.
In conclusion, the results produced by the application version 1 and 2 are slightly 
different. Among these differences, the LDR day versus night difference is the greatest. 
The LDR calculation algorithm is the primary cause to these differences.
5.2 Global Distribution of LDR
LDR distributions in terms of longitude versus latitude and latitude versus height 
are presented in Figure 5.4, and the zonal average LDR values are listed in Table 5.2. In 
general, the average LDR values are different in three zonal zones. Cirrus clouds that 
occur in the tropical, midlatidue, and polar regions have average LDR of 0.36, 0.31, and 
0.29, respectively. Because of the existence of polar stratospheric clouds, the averaged 
LDR values present strong variability in space of both poles.
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Figure 5.4 2007 annual average LDR of cirrus clouds
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Table 5.2 Comparison of zonal average LDR at day and night
Latitude LDR LDR-day LDR-night (day-night)/day %
-85 to -60 0.295 0.294 0.295 0
-60 to -30 0.306 0.314 0.298 5
-30 t o -15 0.359 0.373 0.344 8
-15 to +15 0.372 0.386 0.359 7
+15 to +30 0.358 0.376 0.341 9
+30 to +60 0.316 0.333 0.295 11
+60 to +85 0.275 0.280 0.269 4
Cirrus clouds with greatest LDR values (>0.35) occur in places where the 
frequency of cirrus cloud is also greatest (>43%), such as central southern America, 
western Africa, Indonesia, and the west-central Pacific Ocean warm pool.LDR values of 
cirrus clouds increase with the increase of height. The average LDR at cloud base is 0.1, 
with average 2.5 km cloud- thickness, the average LDR at the cloud top is 0.44. In the 
southern polar region, there are lots of PSCs, which extend to 27 km in height. The 
average LDR of the PSCs experiences variation with increasing height. The average LDR 
of the PSCs at cloud base is about 0.2, with increasing height, the average LDR increases 
to about 0.4, then it decreases with increase of height, at cloud top, the average LDR of 
the PSCs is about 0.1. Over Antarctica, the PSCs with about 0.1 LDR are generally 
present in the lower stratosphere, and higher PSCs have greater LDR values. This fact 
indicates that PSCs have various particle shape, size, or orientation along height. PSCs 
with greater LDR values (0.45-0.50) are associated with low-stratospheric nacreous 
clouds in both hemispheres. Nacreous clouds are induced by mountain-waves, and they
occur in mountainous regions such as Antarctic Peninsula and Victoria Land, and 
Greenland.
As pointed out before, ice crystal shapes are determined by temperature and 
supersaturation density. Because the average cloud thickness of cirrus clouds is about 2 
km, the supersaturation density does not vary much within the cirrus clouds, so 
temperature becomes a key factor in determining the ice crystal shape in cirrus clouds. 
With an increase of height, i.e., decrease of the temperature, ice crystal shapes are more 
complicated. So the LDR increases with height.
As discussed in Chapter 4, tropical cirrus clouds are associated with deep 
convection, and synoptic systems produce midlatitude cirrus clouds. A large amount of 
moist air is brought by deep convection to higher level in the troposphere, where cold 
temperature and high humidity allow for more complicated ice crystal shapes. Deep 
convection also supports a long time of growth for ice crystals. Therefore, cirrus clouds 
in tropical regions are usually thicker and last longer than those in other regions. In 
addition, compared to those in other regions, ice crystals in the tropical region are more 
complicated. Synoptic cirrus clouds usually have extended horizontal structure. The ice 
crystals in these clouds have a relatively narrow size distribution, and their shapes are 
relatively simple. As a result, the average linear depolarization ratios of synoptic cirrus 
clouds (0.31) are smaller than the average LDR of the tropical cirrus clouds (0.36). In 
polar regions, where the humidity of air is low, ice crystals do not grow fast or form 
complicated shapes; therefore, cirrus clouds in polar regions usually have small LDR 
values. Worldwide PSCs in the southern polar region have various LDRs with height and
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space, so the average LDR of cirrus clouds over the southern polar region (0.29) is 
greater than that over the northern polar region (0.28), and varies with locations. PSCs 
form at very low temperature, below -78°C. These temperatures can occur in the lower 
stratosphere in winter time. In the Antarctic, the temperature in the lower stratosphere is 
below -88°C, so PSCs occur frequently in the southern polar region. Generally speaking, 
in the northern polar region, the temperature in the lower stratosphere is higher than that 
in southern polar region. As a result, PSCs occur less frequently in the northern polar 
region than in the southern polar region, and cloud thickness of PSCs in the northern 
polar region is smaller than that in the southern polar region. In the Northern hemisphere, 
the generation of lee waves by mountains may locally cool the lower stratosphere and 
lead to the formation of PSCs.
5.3 Diurnal Difference of LDR
The difference of LDR values between daytime and nighttime in 2007 is 
presented in Figure 5.5. Generally speaking, daytime LDR values are higher than 
nighttime LDR values. The day versus night difference is greater in the tropical and 
northern midlatitude regions than in other regions, and the difference is apparent in those 
locations where LDR values are great. The diurnal variation of the LDR values of cirrus 
clouds is easy to reveal in the difference between daytime LDR and nighttime LDR. 
Figure 5.6 shows the LDR day versus night differences in 2007 and 2008. The LDR 
difference is defined as the daytime LDR minuses the nighttime LDR.
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LDR variation  day (top) versus night (bottom )
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Figure 5.5 LDR variations between daytime and nighttime
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Difference o f LDR between day and night in 2007
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Difference o f LDR between day and night in 2008
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Figure 5.6 LDR difference between daytime and nighttime
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As shown in Figure 5.6, the diurnal variation of the LDR values of cirrus clouds 
in 2007 and 2008 shows that daytime LDR values are greater than nighttime LDR values 
over the major part of the globe.
For a quantitative comparison, we analyze the variation of zonal average LDR 
values between daytime and nighttime in 2007. As shown in Figure 5.7, the greatest day- 
night zonal average LDR difference (0.04) occurs in northern midlatitude (30N to 60N) 
regions, a lesser zonal average LDR difference (0.03) occurs in tropical and subtropical 
zones (3 OS to 3 ON), and in the southern polar region, there is no zonal average LDR 
difference between daytime and nighttime.
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Figure 5.7 Zonal average LDR variation between daytime and nighttime
The yearly zonal average LDRs of cirrus clouds for daytime, nighttime, and day 
plus night time were listed in Table 5.2. The statistic results verily that the greatest 
difference of LDR between day and night is located in 3 ON to 60N latitude, and the least 
difference occurs in the southern polar region (85S to 60S latitude). The yearly total 
annual averaged LDR values of daytime, nighttime, and day plus night time in 2007 are 
0.33 0.31, and 0.32, respectively. The yearly average LDR difference between daytime 
and nighttime in 2007 is not significant (0.02).
The measured diurnal variation of LDR results from the measurement error which 
is caused by the strong diurnal variation of the background noise. As discussed in chapter 
4.2.2, the variation of the background noise between day and night impacts the 
measurement of macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds. The measured cloud bases 
are higher at daytime than those at nighttime, and the LDR values of cloud bases are 
smaller than the LDR values of cloud tops. As a result, the average LDR values are 
greater at daytime than those at nighttime.
5.4 Seasonal Variations of LDR
Figure 5.8 displays the seasonal average LDR of cirrus clouds in 2007. The 
seasonal change of LDR values of cirrus clouds is not apparent, except in the southern 
polar region. Because in JJA, abundant polar stratospheric clouds occur in the southern 
polar region, and the LDR values of these polar stratospheric clouds are greater than 
those of cirrus clouds, the average LDR values in JJA are greater than those in DJF. 
Figure 5.9 presents the 2007 seasonal average LDR values in latitude versus height. It
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shows that abundant polar stratospheric clouds occur in the southern polar region in SON 
and JJA, only a few polar stratospheric clouds occur in the northern polar region in DJF. 
This result verifies that PSCs occur in local winter time. The global average LDRs are 
0.29, 0.29, 0.30, and 0.30 in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON, respectively.
Figure 5.8 Seasonal average LDR of cirrus clouds in longitude vs. latitude
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Figure 5.9 Seasonal average LDR of cirrus clouds in latitude vs. height
5.5 Monthly Variations of LDR
The 2007 monthly variation of the LDR values confirms that the shape characteristics 
of ice crystals varies with location, but do not vary with time. Figure 5.10 shows the LDR 
values of cirrus clouds vary monthly, and Figure 5.11 is the plot of variation of LDRs 
with month and latitude.
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Figure 5.11 Monthly variation of LDR
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate that the monthly variation of global LDRs is very 
small. The global average LDR in 2007 is within the range of 0.288 to 0.303; the monthly 
variations of LDRs are different with latitude. The monthly variation of LDRs in the 
southern polar region (range from 0.188 to 0.268) is the greatest among all latitude 
regions. As pointed out before, the appearance of polar stratospheric clouds in the 
southern polar region results in the variation of LDR values from month to month. If 
PSCs could be excluded from our analysis, the LDR values of cirrus clouds in the 
southern polar region would present much less change with time of the year.
5.6 Nadir versus Off-Nadir Measurement Results
In satellite-based lidar measurement, the nadir measurement means the sensor 
points from directly above at a 90° angle vertical to the horizontal level of the surface of 
the earth, and off-nadir measurement means the sensor tilts a small angle to the vertical 
direction. Before November 28, 2007, CALIPSO satellite operated at a 0.3 degree 
viewing angle which was very close to nadir direction (except for a brief period of off- 
nadir data collected after August 27, 2007). After that time, it has operated in a 3 degree 
off-nadir direction. Both nadir and off-nadir data allow us to investigate the horizontally 
orientated planar ice crystals. When the laser hits ice clouds composed of a significant 
fraction of horizontally orientated planar ice crystals in nadir direction, the LDR values 
could be considerably low. Figure 5.12 shows the global distribution of the 2008 yearly 
average LDRs of cirrus clouds, and Figure 5.13 shows the difference of the LDRs 
between 2008 and 2007.
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Figure 5.12 2008 yearly average LDR of cirrus clouds
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Difference of LDR between year 2008 and 2007. daytime <5
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Figure 5.13 LDR difference between 2008 and 2007
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By the comparison of Figure 5.12 with Figure 5.4, we know, in general, that LDR 
values measured by the off-nadir measurement are greater than those by the nadir
measurement. It means there are some horizontal-orientated ice crystals in cirrus clouds. 
Figure 5.13 indicates that the LDR variation between the off-nadir and nadir 
measurements is greater at daytime than at nighttime. When solar light hits horizontal- 
orientated ice crystals, these crystals reflect the light. If the solar zenith angle is equal to 
the lidar view zenith angle, then strong noise is introduced in both parallel and 
perpendicular return power of the lidar, so the LDR is very low. Every half-orbit lidar 
measurement is around 45 minutes, and the CALIPSO passes the equator at about 1:30 
pm local time. The solar zenith angle is close to the lidar view zenith angle. The 
horizontal-orientated ice crystals introduce very strong background noise at daytime to 
make the nadir measured LDR very low at daytime.
Figure 5.13 also shows that the variation of LDR between off-nadir and nadir at 
daytime depends on latitude. The difference of LDRs between the off-nadir and the nadir 
measurements is greater in the midlatitude and polar regions than in the tropical regions. 
A possible reason is that midlatitude and polar cirrus clouds include more horizontal- 
orientated ice crystals than tropical cirrus clouds. Tropical cirrus clouds result from deep 
convection; ice crystals in these clouds move up and down fast. They do not easily form 
as horizontal-orientated ice crystals. Ice crystals in the midlatitude and polar cirrus clouds 
are calmer than those in the tropical cirrus clouds, so they easily fall steady to form 
horizontal-orientated ice crystals.
Table 5.3 gives the statistic values of LDRs in 2007 and 2008. The annual average 
LDR of 2007 is 0.32, and the annual average LDR of 2008 is 0.37. That means 
horizontal-orientated ice crystals cause a 14.9% increase of annual average LDR. This is
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consistent with general knowledge. In fact, many ice crystals exist with plate structures, 
and they are usually laying on their long axis horizontally in air. With the laser beam in 
nadir, the parallel backscatter light is very strong, whereas the perpendicular backscatter 
light is almost zero. As a result, LDR is almost zero. When the laser beam transmits in 
off-nadir, the LDR increases very much.
Table 5.3 Yearly global average LDR in 2007 and 2008
2007(Nadir) 2008(off_Nadir)
Day Night all Day Night All
0.3286 0.3085 0.3181 0.3807 0.3520 0.3654
5.7 Relationship between LDR and Temperature
Ice crystals in cirrus clouds have various shapes, and the shapes are determined by 
the cloud’s temperature and humidity (see Figure 1.3). Figures 5.14 and 5.15 exhibit the 
relationship between the average LDR values and the temperatures of cirrus clouds. As 
shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15, the average LDR values of cirrus clouds increase with a 
decrease of temperature of the cirrus clouds. At a given temperature, LDRs of cirrus 
clouds vary with latitude. Cirrus clouds have greater LDR in tropical regions than those 
in polar regions. These relations agree with the discussion in Chapter 1 that ice crystals 
shape is a function of temperature and the suppersaturation density of the clouds.
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Figure 5.14 2007 annual average LDR variation with cloud- top temperature
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Figure 5.15 2008 annual average LDR variation with cloud-top temperature
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Ice crystal shapes become more complicated with decreasing temperature of 
clouds, and more complicated shapes of ice crystals produce greater LDR values. 
Tropical cirrus clouds have greater supersaturation densities than the polar cirrus clouds.
The shapes of ice crystals of tropical cirrus clouds are more complicated than those of 
polar cirrus clouds, so the LDR variation with latitude is observed. As shown in Figures 
5.14 and 5.15, LDR values of cirrus clouds vary with temperature, and the magnitude of 
the variation depends on latitude. For example, the range of variation of LDRs is greater 
in tropical regions than in midlatitude or polar regions. In tropical regions, greater 
humidity is favorable to form more complicated shapes of ice crystals. So, cirrus clouds 
in the tropical regions have greater LDR values. This finding verifies that ice crystal 
shapes are impacted by the humidity of clouds. If you pay attention to the LDR change of 
PSCs in the southern polar region, you will find that the LDR value change exhibits a 
cycle: small to great, then great back to small. As we know, theoretical research results 
conclude that the ice crystal shape experiences the cycle change with the temperature, 
and this conclusion was supported by earlier experiment results. This research findings 
derived from the LDR behavior obtained from CALIPSO data indicate that the ice crystal 
growth theory is correct.
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One of the ultimate goals in cloud research is parameterization of clouds for 
climate and weather models (Fu and Liou, 1992; Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001). As 
an integrated part of a climate/weather model, a radiative transfer model is applied to 
calculate the radiative energy. Clouds exert a profound influence on the climate radiation 
budget. An accurate parameterization of radiative effects of clouds is necessary. Because 
ice clouds are composed of various shapes and sizes of ice crystals, they are even harder 
to parameterize. We introduce some quantities to effectively represent the radiative effect 
of ice clouds. In current atmospheric models, the science community uses the effective 
diameter and ice water content (IWC) to represent the bulk-microphysical properties of 
ice clouds. Ice water content with size distribution is defined as
IWC = J p lV(D)N(D)dD  , (6.1)
where V{D) is the volume of an ice crystal with maximum size of D, and N(D) is the 
size distribution of ice crystals in the ice cloud, p; is the bulk density of ice crystals. The 
definition of an effective diameter of cirrus clouds has been given in chapter 1 (Eq. (1.6)). 
Ice water content and effective diameter assemble information of shape, size, and size 
distribution of ice crystals of cirrus clouds. They completely represent the bulk- 
microphysical properties of cirrus clouds for radiation energy calculation purposes. From 
the point of view of climate, cloud radiative properties depend on cloud macro-physical 
properties and cloud optical properties. By using the IWC and effective diameter, optical
Chapter 6 Investigation of Effective Diameter of Cirrus Clouds
properties of clouds can be calculated. Slingo and Schrecker (1982) presented a set of 
equations to calculate optical depth, single scatter albedo, and asymmetry parameter for 
water clouds. Because ice crystals have various shapes, the optical properties of ice 
clouds are much more difficult to retrieve. Baum, et al. (2005) studied large amounts of 
in-situ data collected from cirrus clouds and derived both particle size distribution and 
particle habit distribution of cirrus clouds; and developed 18 ice cloud bulk scattering 
modes, which are presented in term of ice water content and effective diameter of ice 
clouds. Once ice cloud bulk optical properties and macro-physical properties are 
available, the radiative effect of ice clouds can be estimated by a radiative transfer model.
6.1 Radiative Influence of Effective Diameter and Ice Water Content
Radiative effects of clouds are determined by both macro and bulk-microphysical 
properties of clouds. Ice water content and effective diameter are bulk microphysical 
properties of clouds. One effective method to investigate how the radiative effects of 
clouds are determined by the cloud physical properties is by analyzing the radiative 
transfer simulation results obtained by running a radiative transfer model with different 
inputs. In this study, the radiative transfer model developed by Key and Schweiger (1998) 
is used to study the dependence of cloud radiative forcing on cloud ice water content and 
effective diameter, the radiances at the TOA over Fairbanks are calculated by the 
radiative transfer model to analyze the radiative effects of clouds. Cloud radiative forcing, 
cloud solar radiative forcing, and cloud terrestrial radiative forcing is defined by the 
equations 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, respectively. The inputs for the radiative transfer model
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calculation include: U.S. standard atmosphere conditions; a single-layer ice cloud located 
at Fairbanks in summer time at noon with cloud top height of 9 km, and cloud thickness 
of 2.0 km. Three typical ice water contents and 14 effective radii ranging from 5 to 130 
micro-meters are used in the simulation study. Cloud radiative effects in solar and 
terrestrial wavelength bands are studied separately.
Figure 6.1 shows the cloud solar radiative forcing at TOA. In general, cloud solar 
radiative forcing is influenced by both ice water content and effective radius. It increases 
with the increase of ice water content and/or with decrease of effective radius. When ice 
water content of clouds increases, albedo of clouds increases. Therefore, solar radiative 
forcing of clouds increases. On the other hand, at a given ice water content, when the 
effective radius of clouds decreases, total areas of size distribution of clouds increase. 
Increase of the total areas of size distribution of clouds increase albedo of clouds (see Eq. 
(1.6), Chapter 1). As a result, cloud solar radiative forcing increases. In order to explain 
the degree of the influence of effective radius on radiative forcing, the sensitivity of 
radiative forcing to the effective radius is defined as the ratio of radiative forcing to the 
effective radius. The sensitivity of solar radiative forcing is great at smaller effective 
radius from 0 to 40 pm. Ice water content also influences the sensitivity of solar radiative 
forcing. As shown in Figure 6.1, the sensitivity of solar radiative forcing increases with 
the increase of ice water content.
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Figure 6.1 Cloud shortwave radiative forcing variation with effective radius
as obtained with the radiative transfer model, for initial conditions and assumptions 
selected.
Figure 6.2 shows how the ice water content and effective radius of clouds 
influence the cloud longwave radiative forcing. As shown in this figure, longwave 
radiative forcing increases non-linearly with increase of ice water content. At a given ice 
water content, longwave radiative forcing increases non-linearly with decrease of the 
effective radius. Longwave radiative forcing is more sensitive to small effective radius
from 0 to 40 pm. The sensitivity of longwave radiation is impacted by the ice water 
content of cloud. When clouds are very thin, and ice water content of clouds is very small, 
the sensitivity of longwave radiative forcing to the effective radius is small.
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Figure 6.2 Cloud longwave radiative forcing variation with effective radius
as obtained from the simulation with the radiative transfer model, for initial conditions 
and assumptions selected.
Cloud radiative forcing is the combination of shortwave and longwave radiative 
forcing. Figure 6.3 illustrates the variations of cloud radiative forcing with effective
radius and ice water content. In this specific high cloud simulation case (9 km cloud-top 
height and 2 km cloud thickness), longwave radiation dominates the cloud radiative 
forcing; as a result, the cloud warms the TOA. Cloud radiative forcing increases with the 
increasing of ice water content, and decreases with increasing effective radius. Cloud 
radiative forcing is sensitive to large ice water content and small effective radius.
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Figure 6.3 Cloud radiative forcing variation with effective radius.
Cloud radiative forcing is the sum of cloud shortwave radiative forcing and cloud 
longwave radiative forcing.
Cloud radiative forcing at the surface of the earth is displayed in Figure 6.4. 
Cloud radiative forcing, at the surface as a function of ice water content and effective 
radius, is similar to cloud radiative forcing at the TOA, except that clouds enforce more 
radiative effects at TOA than at the surface of the earth.
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Figure 6.4 Cloud radiative forcing at the surface
as obtained with the same radiative transfer model, initial conditions and assumptions 
selected as those used to produced results in Figure 6.3 but for cloud radiative forcing at 
the surface of the earth.
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The global distribution of yearly averaged effective diameters of cirrus clouds and 
yearly zonal averaged effective diameters are illustrated in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, 
respectively. The effective diameters are large in the tropical and the subtropical regions 
(140 -150 pm), and gradually decrease in the midlatitude regions. The small values of 
effective diameters occur in the southern polar region (about 30 pm). In both northern 
and southern 30 degree latitude regions, effective diameters are largest (150 pm). This 
finding infers that similar weather conditions yield similar microphysical properties of ice 
clouds. Effective diameters are smaller in the southern polar region (-60 pm) than in the 
northern polar region (~90pm). The reason is that polar stratospheric clouds have very 
small effective diameters, and more PSCs exist in the southern than in the northern 
hemisphere. As shown in Table 5.2, annual zonal average LDR values of cirrus clouds 
are greater in the southern polar region (0.30) than those in the northern polar region 
(0.28). Clouds with greater LDRs are composed of more non-spherical ice crystals. More 
non-spherical ice crystals increase the total area of size distribution. Recalling that the 
effective diameter is proportional to the ice water content and inversely proportional to 
total area of size distribution, one can conclude: when clouds have greater LDR values, 
the effective diameters of the clouds are smaller.
Cirrus clouds in the tropical and subtropical regions normally are composed of 
large and more complicated shapes of ice crystals, and the ice water content of these 
clouds is high. For a single ice crystal, the relation between the shape and the area of the 
ice crystal is simple: an ice crystal with complicated shape has a great projection area.
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6.2 Results and Analysis for Effective Diameter of Cirrus Clouds Globally
For many ice crystals in clouds, the relation between the shapes distribution and the total 
projection area is more complicated than that for a single ice crystal. At a given IWC, if 
clouds are composed of large individual ice crystals, the total area of size distribution of 
clouds is small. Therefore, the great effective diameters in the tropical region are due to 
high ice water content and large ice crystals. On the other hand, cirrus clouds in the polar 
regions have small ice water content, and ice crystals in these polar cirrus clouds are 
small and their shapes are simple. At a given IWC, if clouds are composed of small ice 
crystals, the number of ice crystals is high. As a result, the total area of size distribution 
of clouds is great. Because polar cirrus clouds have small IWC and great total area, their 
effective diameters are small. In midlatutude regions, various effective diameters are 
results of various total areas of ice crystal size distribution in cirrus clouds.
Maritime cirrus clouds usually have greater effective diameters than continental 
cirrus clouds. For example, continental cirrus clouds over South America, southern 
Africa, and Australia have relatively smaller effective diameters than nearby maritime 
cirrus clouds. Compared to cirrus clouds over Arctic Ocean, Arctic continental cirrus 
clouds over Greenland have rather smaller effective diameters. The only exception occurs 
in northern Africa, the cirrus clouds over this region seem to have similar effective 
diameters as the nearby ocean. Usually maritime cirrus clouds and continental cirrus 
clouds have comparable ice water contents, but the ice crystals in maritime cirrus clouds 
are greater than those in continental cirrus clouds. As a result, maritime cirrus clouds 
usually have greater effective diameters than nearby continental cirrus clouds. Northern 
Africa is dominated by high pressure, the continental cirrus clouds over this region occur
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very infrequently, and the total number of ice crystals in the cirrus clouds is small. 
Therefore, both ice water content and total projection area of these continental cirrus 
clouds are small. The effective diameter is proportional to the ice water content and 
inversely proportional to the total projection area of cirrus clouds. Because the degree of 
the decrease of the total projection area is greater than that of the ice water content of 
these cirrus clouds, the effective diameter of these cirrus clouds is comparable to that of 
nearby maritime cirrus clouds.
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Figure 6.5 2007 annual average effective diameters of cirrus clouds
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Figure 6.6 Annual zonal average effective diameters
Table 6.1 gives statistical results of effective diameter changes with latitude. 
Cirrus clouds have the greatest average effective diameters in the tropical regions (-150 
pm), middle average effective diameters in midlatitude regions (-130 pm), and smallest 
average effective diameters in the polar regions (-70 pm). Effective diameters of cirrus 
clouds have day versus night variation. Table 6.1 shows that cirrus clouds have greater 
effective diameters at nighttime than at daytime in almost all latitude regions, except in 
the northern polar region.
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Table 6.1 Zonal average effective diameter
Eff. D represents the effective diameter, and the unit of the effective diameter is pm.
Latitude, degree Eff. D (day and night) Eff. D (day) Eff. D (night)
85S to 60S 53.49 47.87 58.85
60S to 30S 126.60 118.75 134.03
30s to 15S 150.27 145.08 155.20
15S to 15N 148.22 142.52 153.62
15N to 30N 150.72 145.80 155.50
3 ON to 60N 132.06 126.96 137.08
60N to 85N 89.09 93.87 81.95
Seasonal variation of the effective diameter of cirrus clouds is presented in Figure 
6.7, and annual zonal average effective diameter variation with season is illustrated in 
Figure 6.8. The effective diameter of cirrus clouds in the tropical and the subtropical 
regions do not have apparent seasonal change. In the northern polar region, effective 
diameters of continent cirrus clouds do have apparent seasonal change. The majority of 
continent cirrus clouds have small effective diameters (-20 to 40 pm) in DJF, with total 
zonal average effective diameter of -65 pm; in summer JJA, the effective diameters of 
cirrus clouds in the same region are relative large (-110 to 130 pm), with total zonal 
averaged effective diameter of -120 pm. In summer, the higher surface temperature in 
the northern polar region yields an increased deposition of water vapor in the upper 
troposphere to support the growth of polar cirrus cloud, thus, the northern polar cirrus 
clouds have larger effective diameter values.
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Figure 6.8 Seasonal variation of zonal average effective diameter
As shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, the monthly variation of the effective diameter 
of cirrus clouds is great (from -60 gm in DJF to -  130 gm in JJA) in the northern polar 
region but small in the southern polar region. The Arctic Ocean experiences freezing in 
winter and melting in summer. Air over this region is very dry in DFJ, but not in JJA. 
The ice water content of cirrus clouds over this region has a great seasonal variation.
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Figure 6.10 2007 monthly variation of zonal average effective diameter
Ice crystal shape of cirrus clouds over this region do not have great variation, so 
the great seasonal variation of ice water content of cirrus clouds over this region results in 
great seasonal variation of effective diameters of cirrus clouds. The Antarctic is covered 
by snow year-round, and the atmospheric environment does not have great variation, so 
the ice water content of cirrus clouds over this region does not have great monthly 
variation, and ice crystal shape of cirrus clouds over this region varies some. Therefore, 
the effective diameter of cirrus clouds over the southern polar region shows little monthly 
variation.
The effective diameter of cirrus clouds in both midlatitude regions experiences 
monthly variation (from -110 pm to -  150 pm in the northern midlatutude region and 
from -120 pm to -140 pm in the southern midlatitude region). The effective diameters in 
tropical regions are greatest (~ 150pm), and do not have variation over the year. Because 
there are more land covers in the northern midlatitude region, atmospheric circulation is 
much more complicated, so, cirrus clouds in this region have more abundant types. As a 
result, the effective diameter of cirrus clouds in the region varies within a year.
Strong convergence in the ITCZ pushes moist air up into the high troposphere, the 
ice crystals in cirrus clouds over the ITCZ have greater size than those over other tropical 
regions, while the ice water content of cirrus clouds over all tropical regions does not 
have great variation, as a result, the effective diameters of cirrus clouds over the ITCZ are 
slightly smaller than those over other tropical regions. In Figure 6.9, one can observe the 
smaller effective diameters of cirrus clouds over the ITCZ and the migration pattern of 
the ITCZ.
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As we know, the LDR of cirrus clouds reflects the information of ice crystal 
shapes in these clouds; the effective diameter is affected by the shape information of ice 
crystals. Thus, LDR and effective diameter of cirrus clouds are related. Figures 4.12, 5.10, 
and 6.9 exhibit the monthly variation of the macro-physical properties, linear 
depolarization ratio, and effective diameter of cirrus clouds, respectively. Cirrus clouds in 
the tropical and subtropical regions are consistent within a single year: cloud heights, 
LDRs, and effective diameters keep almost the same values; while mid-latitude cirrus 
clouds experience some variation, the most variation occurs in the polar regions.
The statistical results for cloud amount, cloud thickness, linear depolarization 
ratio, and effective diameter of cirrus clouds in the polar regions are listed in Table 6.2. 
In the northern polar region, cirrus cloud amount, cloud thickness, and LDR are greater in 
winter than in summer. However, the effective diameter is smaller in winter than in 
summer, because the ice water content of cirrus clouds over the northern polar region is 
smaller in winter than in summer. Cirrus clouds in the southern polar region have a 
similar variation pattern as the northern polar cirrus clouds with the exception that 
effective diameters do not have significant variation over a year. The reasons for this 
exception is that the ice water content of cirrus clouds over the southern polar region does 
not vary significantly over a year, and the ice crystal shape of cirrus clouds does not vary 
greatly, so the variation of the effective diameter is small over a year.
6.3 Effective Diameter and Average LDR of Cirrus Clouds
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Table 6.2 Seasonal variation of cirrus cloud in the polar regions
\  loc., 
ska§on 
property
Northern Polar Cirrus Clouds Southern Polar Cirrus Clouds
Winter(DJF) Summer(JJA) Summer(DJF) Winter(JJA)
Amount (%) 35 14 15 42
Thickness (km) 3.5 1.8 1.6 3.9
LDR 0.33 0.28 0.26 0.35
Eff.
Diameter(um)
65.0 110.0 40.0 40.0
6.4 Effective Diameter and Emissivity
As pointed out in section 6.1, the effective diameter influences the radiative 
effects of clouds, because clouds with different effective diameters have different albedo 
values and emissivity values. The effective emissivity of clouds is defined by Equation 
3.3. Emissivity of clouds represents the ability of emitting longwave radiation by clouds. 
Figure 6.11 shows the global distribution of effective emissivity of cirrus clouds at 12.05 
micro-meter wavelength. The distribution of cloud emissivity has band pattern. Cirrus 
clouds with great emissivity values (> 0.5) occur over midlatutude regions. Figure 6.11 
also shows the emissivity of cirrus clouds varies with location. Cirrus clouds have small 
emisivities in the west coast of central-south America, west coast of South Africa, Arabia, 
and the west coast of Australia. By studying the bottom panel in Figure 4.3, one can find 
that the global distribution of cloud thickness has similar pattern with the global
distribution of cloud emissivity. For example, over previous mentioned regions where 
cloud emissivity is small, cloud thickness is also small.
Effective Emmissivity at 12.05 /zm
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Figure 6.11 2007 annual average effective emissivity of cirrus clouds
By comparing Figure 6.10 with Figure 6.5, one can conclude that the effective 
diameter of cirrus clouds do not have strong impact on the effective emissivity of cirrus 
clouds. This finding tells us that effective diameter and emissivity of cirrus clouds have a 
certain relationship, but cloud thickness has a primary impact on effective emissivity of 
cirrus clouds. Actually, the emissivity of clouds is derived by the ice water path and the 
effective diameter of cirrus clouds (Garrett et al., 2002). Ice water path is defined as the 
integration of ice water content through cloud thickness. This means that emissivity of 
clouds is basically a function of cloud thickness. In other words, macro-physical 
properties of clouds play a major role in deciding radiative properties of clouds.
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This research investigates cirrus clouds globally. The frequency of occurrence, 
cloud-top height, cloud-top temperature, cloud thickness, LDR, and effective diameter of 
cirrus clouds are analyzed.
The datasets used in this research are from the CALIPSO satellite. They are: lidar 
level 1 profile dataset, lidar level 2 cloud layer dataset, and IIR/lidar track dataset. In each 
dataset, half-orbit data are organized in separated files. First, the cirrus cloud 
identification algorithm is used to check these half-orbit data files. Second, one month of 
data is combined and grouped into 5 degree longitude by 5 degree latitude grids. The 
statistic theory is applied for error analysis. The error analysis indicates that error 
resulting from using the grid data to estimate the physical quantities is very small. For 
example, the error for estimating the frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds in grids is 
0.05 with 95% confidence. The frequency of occurrence, cloud-top height, cloud-top 
temperature, and cloud thickness in a grid is calculated by averaging the corresponding 
quantity of columns within the grid, respectively. The summed perpendicular and total 
attenuated backscatter profiles are obtained by summing up the perpendicular and total 
attenuated backscatter profiles in a grid, respectively. The average LDR profile of the 
grid is obtained by dividing the summed perpendicular attenuated backscatter coefficient 
profile by the summed parallel attenuated backscatter coefficient profile in the grid. The 
parallel attenuated backscatter coefficient is equal to the total attenuated backscatter 
coefficient minus the perpendicular backscatter coefficient. The lidar profiles have
Chapter 7 Conclusions
various vertical resolutions. The average LDR of the grid is obtained by dividing the total 
perpendicular attenuated backscatters by the total parallel attenuated backscatters. The 
total perpendicular and parallel attenuated backscatter coefficient is calculated by weight- 
adding the summed perpendicular and parallel attenuated backscatter coefficient profiles, 
respectively. The effective diameter in the grid is estimated by the split-window method. 
The lookup table is produced by the radiative transfer model (Key and Schweiger, 1998). 
By analyzing the radiative transfer model simulation results, the relationship between the 
cloud radiative forcing and ice water content and effective diameter of clouds is 
investigated. Three other relations are analyzed. These relations are: LDR and the 
temperature of cirrus clouds, the LDR and effective diameter of cirrus clouds, and the 
effective diameter and effective emissivity of cirrus clouds.
The frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds varies with latitude and location. 
Cirrus clouds occur mostly in the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Cirrus cloud 
coverage of up to -60%  appears at central southern America, western Africa, Indonesia, 
and the west-central Pacific Ocean warm pool. Between mid-latitude and subtropical 
regions, cirrus clouds occur very infrequently. The frequency of occurrence of cirrus 
cloud experiences seasonal variation. The most apparent seasonal variation occurs in 
ITCZ. Cirrus clouds occur in the southern hemisphere side in winter, and they shift back 
to the northern hemisphere side in summer. Annual average frequency of occurrence of 
cirrus cloud globally is about 27%. The cloud-top height of cirrus clouds decreases with 
the increase of latitude. The annual average cloud-top height of cirrus clouds is about 14, 
10, and 8 km, in tropical, mid-latitude, and polar regions, respectively. The cloud-top
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temperature of cirrus clouds increases with the increase of latitude within tropical and 
midlatitude regions. Large amounts of PSCs with cold cloud-top temperature occur in the 
southern polar region. The annual average cloud-top temperature is -63, -52, and -53°C in 
tropical, mid-latitude, and polar regions, respectively. The cloud thickness does not show 
apparent variation with latitude. The annual average cloud thickness is 2.1, 2.3, and 2.5 
km in tropical, mid-latitude, and polar regions, respectively. The monthly variations of 
cloud-top height, cloud-top temperature, and cloud thickness are small. The measured 
diurnal variations of frequency of occurrence (24% day and 30% night), cloud-top height 
(11.0 km day and 11.3 km night), and cloud-top temperature (-59°C day and -65 °C night), 
are small, but measured diurnal variation of cloud thickness (2 km day and 3 km night) is 
great. The annual average frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds derived by the 
CALIPSO (27%) is greater than that from the ISCCP measurement (16%). The 
CALIPSO-derived frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds is close to that from the land 
surface observations (23%).
The average LDR values vary with latitude and height. Cirrus clouds have the 
greatest average LDR value (0.36) in tropical regions, the middle average LDR values 
(0.31) in midlatitude regions, and the small average LDR value (0.28) in polar regions. 
LDR values of cirrus clouds increase with the increase of cloud height (about 0.1 at cloud 
base and 0.44 at cloud top). In the southern polar region, the average LDR value of PSCs 
varies in a small-large-small cycle (about 0.26 in the height range from 12 to 17 km, 0.4 
in the height range from 17 to 25 km, and 0.1 above the height of 25 km). The average 
LDR values of cirrus clouds are measured with day versus night variation (0.33 at
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daytime and 0.31 at nighttime). The average LDR is 0.29, 0.29, 0.30, and 0.30 in DJF, 
MOM, JJA, and SON, respectively. Both diurnal and seasonal variations are not 
significant. LDRs derived by nadir measurement (0.32) are smaller than those derived by 
off-nadir measurements (0.37). The effective diameter of cirrus clouds decreases with the 
increase of latitude. The average effective diameter is about 150, 130, and 70 pm in 
tropical, midlatitude, and polar regions. The effective diameter of cirrus clouds in the 
northern polar region varies significantly over a year. The average effective diameter of 
cirrus clouds in the northern polar region is 65 and 130 pm in DJF and JJA, respectively. 
Maritime cirrus clouds usually have greater effective diameters than nearby continental 
cirrus clouds. The effective diameter of clouds impacts the effective emissivity of these 
clouds. Compared to the impact of macro-physical properties of clouds on the effective 
emissivity of clouds, the impact from the effective diameter is small.
The macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds are determined by atmospheric 
circulation. The strong convergence of air in the ITCZ produces large amount of cirrus 
clouds. The surface pressure pattern is closely related to the frequency of occurrence of 
cirrus clouds. Low pressure dominates where the cirrus clouds occur the most frequently. 
Cirrus clouds occur rarely in the subtropical regions where the high pressure of Hadley 
circulation depresses air. The migration of the ITCZ results in the great seasonal variation 
of cirrus clouds over this region. The northern hemisphere has more land cover than the 
southern hemisphere, the seasonal variation of land-ocean temperature difference is 
greater in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere, therefore, the 
seasonal variation of macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds in the northern
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hemisphere is greater than in the southern hemisphere. The measured diumal variation of 
macro-physical properties of cirrus clouds is caused by a measurement error. Because 
strong background noise is introduced in both parallel and perpendicular return signals, 
daytime measurements miss some very thin cirrus clouds, and miss some cloud-top and 
cloud-base of cirrus clouds. The CAIPSO measurement and land surface observation 
include the PSCs, while the ISCCP measurement does not. As a result, the derived 
frequency of cirrus clouds at high latitude regions is much greater from the CALIPSO 
measurement and land surface observation than from the ISCCP measurement. For 
deriving the cloud-top height and cloud thickness, an active lidar remote sensing is far 
more accurate than a passive remote sensing because lidar directly measures the return 
power from clouds, while a passive measurement needs to retrieve the cloud-top and 
cloud thickness based on the measured radiance.
Cirrus clouds form based on different formation mechanics in tropical and 
midlatitude regions. Tropical cirrus clouds form based on convection and convergence. 
Both convection and convergence push the moist air up into the higher troposphere, 
where cirrus clouds form and grow with abundant water vapor, so ice crystals in these 
cirrus clouds have great and complicated shapes. Because midlatitude cirrus clouds form 
based on synoptic weather phenomena, the ice crystals of cirrus clouds in midlatitude 
regions have smaller and simpler shape than in tropical regions. As a result, the LDRs of 
tropical cirrus clouds are greater than those of midlatitude cirrus clouds. LDR reflects the 
shape information of ice crystals in cirrus clouds. Ice crystal shape of cirrus clouds is a 
function of cloud temperature and super-saturation density. The ice crystals vary from
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simple shapes to complicated shapes to simple shapes with temperature. At a given 
temperature, the shapes of ice crystals increase in complexity with the increase of super­
saturation density. This research indicates the correctness of the theory that the ice crystal 
shape is a function of temperature and supper-saturation density. There are always some 
horizontal-orientated ice crystals in cirrus clouds. When a polarized lidar light hits these 
ice crystals, the perpendicular backscatter signal is almost zero, thus, the LDR is almost 
zero. In the nadir measurement, lidar vertically points to the horizontal plane of the 
surface of earth, i.e., lidar light vertically hits the horizontal-orientated ice crystal surface, 
so the LDR derived by nadir measurement is smaller than that derived by off-nadir 
measurement.
The cloud radiative forcing is impacted by the ice water content and effective 
diameter of clouds. When the effective diameter is small (< 40 pm), the cloud radiative 
forcing is very sensitive to the variation of the effective diameter. When the effective 
diameter is large (> 40 pm), the ice water content has greater impact on the cloud 
radiative forcing than the effective diameter. The effective diameter of clouds is 
proportional to the ice water content and reverse proportional to the total projection area 
of size distribution of clouds. Cirrus clouds in tropical regions have comparable ice water 
content with midlatitude cirrus clouds, but ice crystals in the tropical cirrus clouds are 
greater than those in the midlatitude cirrus clouds. As a result, the effective diameter of 
cirrus clouds is greater over the tropical regions than over midlatitude regions. The ice 
water content of polar cirrus clouds is much smaller than that of tropical and midlatitude 
cirrus clouds. Therefore, the effective diameter of cirrus clouds is smaller in polar regions
than in tropical and midlatitude regions. The Arctic Ocean experiences large variation 
within a year. In summer, the higher surface temperature in the northern polar region 
yield to increased deposition of water vapor in the upper troposphere to support the 
growth of polar cirrus cloud, thus, the northern polar cirrus clouds have larger effective 
diameter values. Maritime cirrus clouds are composed of larger ice crystals than nearby 
continental cirrus clouds, while the ice water contents of these two clouds are comparable. 
As a result, the effective diameter of maritime cirrus clouds is greater than that of nearby 
continental cirrus clouds. The effective emissivity of clouds is derived by ice water path 
and effective diameter of these clouds. Ice water path is the integration of the ice water 
content with cloud thickness. Cloud thickness has a far stronger impact than the effective 
diameter on the effective emissivity of clouds.
This research uses active Lidar measurement on a satellite platform. It has 
profound benefits in revealing the vertical structure and providing a global view of clouds. 
Passive global measurements and research have accumulated large amounts of data and 
achievements. Combining active remote sensing with passive remote sensing is an 
important method in cloud research.
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Appendix A
This appendix includes many figures which supplement the research findings. The 
figures cover the monthly average frequency of occurrence, cloud-top height, cloud-top 
temperature, cloud thickness, LDR, and effective diameter of cirrus clouds, in terms of 
day and night in two years. They reveal the global variation patterns of the physical 
quantities within one year, as well as the variation patterns of the physical quantities at 
specific regions. Each figure includes 12-month monthly average of a physical property 
at daytime or at nighttime. The monthly average physical property from December to 
November of the next year is shown in the panels from top to bottom, and from left to 
right.
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Figure A.1 2007 daytime monthly average frequency of occurrence
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Figure A.2 2007 nighttime monthly average frequency of occurrence
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Figure A.3 2007 daytime monthly average cloud-top height
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Figure A.4 2007 nighttime average cloud-top height
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Figure A.5 2007 daytime monthly average cloud-top temperature
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Figure A.6 2007 nighttime monthly average cloud-top temperature
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Figure A.7 2007 daytime monthly average cloud thickness
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Figure A.8 2007 nighttime monthly average cloud thickness
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Figure A.9 2007 daytime monthly average LDR
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Figure A.10 2007 nighttime monthly average LDR
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Figure A.11 2007 daytime average effective diameter
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Figure A.12 2007 nighttime monthly average effective diameter
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Figure A.13 2008 daytime monthly average frequency of occurrence
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Figure A.14 2008 nighttime monthly average frequency of occurrence
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Figure A.15 2008 daytime monthly average cloud-top height
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Figure A.16 2008 nighttime monthly average cloud-top height
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Figure A.17 2008 daytime monthly average cloud-top temperature
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Figure A.18 2008 nighttime monthly average cloud-top temperature
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Figure A.19 2008 daytime monthly average cloud thickness
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Figure A.20 2008 nighttime monthly average cloud thickness
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Figure A.21 2008 daytime monthly average LDR
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Figure A.22 2008 nighttime monthly average LDR
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Figure A.23 2008 daytime monthly average effective diameter
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Figure A.24 2008 nighttime monthly effective diameter
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Appendix B
This appendix includes many tables. These tables define the data structures of three 
product data sets. The definitions of the data structures of the processed data are also 
included in the appendix. Tables B.l to B.12 are citied from Anselmo et al. (2007).
Table B .l Lidar instrument record summary
Record Name Reference Record Size
Records/
File
File Size (bytes)
Core Metadata Record Omitted 870 1 870
Archive Metadata Record Omitted 4 1 4
Lidar Metadata Record Table 2.5 3,075 1 3,075
Spacecraft Position, Attitude, 
and Celestial Record
Table 2.6 124 63,500 7,874,000
Profile Geolocation and 
Viewing Geometry
Table 2.7 40 63,500 2,540,000
Lidar Profile Science Record Table 2.8 7,806 63,500 485,267,000
Total Size Bytes 495,684,949
Total Size Mbytes 472.722
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Table B.2 Lidar metadata record
Param eter
Data
Type
Units Range
Elem/
Rec
Bytes
ProductID Char NoUnits N/A 80 80
Date_Time_at_Granule_Startl Char NoUnits 1/1958...6/2137 27 27
Date_Time_at_Granule_End 1 Char NoUnits 1/1958...6/2137 27 27
D ateT im eo fP ro d u ctio n  1 Char NoUnits 1/1958...6/2137 27 27
Number_of_Good_Pro files Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Bad_Pro files Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
InitialSubsatelliteLatitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
InitialSubsatelliteLongitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
Final_Subsatellite_Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
F inalSubsatelliteLongitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
E phem erisFilesU sed Char NoUnits
2 file names 
max.
160 160
A ttitudeF ilesU sed Char NoUnits
2 file names 
max.
160 160
GEOSVersion Char NoUnits N/A 64 64
Percent_532-parallel_Bad Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
Percent_532-perpendicular_Bad Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
P e rc e n tl 064_Bad Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
Percent_532-parallel_Missing Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
Percent_532-
perpendicularM issing
Float_32 % 0.0... 100.0 1 4
Percent_l 064_Missing Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
CalRegionTop_Altitude_5 3 2 Float_32 km 0.0...40.0 1 4
Cal_Region_Base_Altitude_532 Float_32 km 0.0...40.0 1 4
LidarD ataA ltitudes Float_32 km -1.845...39.855 583 2,332
Met_Data_Altitudes Float_32 km -1.845...39.855 33 132
Record Size (bytes) 3,075
1) UTC CCSDS ASCII Time Code Format A 2) Julian date format
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Table B.3 Lidar spacecraft position, attitude, and celestial record
Param eter Data Type Units Range Elem/Rec Bytes
SpacecraftAltitude Float_32 km 700.0...720.0 1 4
Spacecraft_Position2 Float_64 km
8000.0...8000.0
3 24
Spacecraft_Velocity2 Float_64 km sec -1 -10.0...10.0 3 24
SpacecraflAttitude Float_64 deg -180.0...180.0 3 24
SpacecrafiA ttitudeRate Float_64 deg sec -1 -10.0...10.0 3 24
SubsatelliteLatitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
SubsatelliteLongitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
Earth-SunDistance Float_64 ua 0.98...1.02 1 8
SubsolarLatitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
Subsolar_Longitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
Record Size (bytes) 124
Table B.4 Lidar profile geolocation and view geometry
Param eter
Data
Type
Units Range Elem/Rec Bytes
Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
Longitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
O ffN ad irA ng le Float_32 deg 0.0...20.0 1 4
Viewing_Zenith_Angle Float_32 deg 0.0...90.0 1 4
V iewing_Azimuth_Angle Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
Solar_Zenith_Angle Float_32 deg 0.0...180.0 1 4
Solar_Azimuth_Angle Float_32 deg
Oo00oooo1 1 4
ScatteringAngle Float_32 deg 0.0...180.0 1 4
Surface_Altitude_Shift Float_32 km TBD 1 4
N um berB  ins_Shift Int_32 NoUnits TBD 1 4
Record Size (bytes) 40
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Table B.5 Lidar profile science record
Param eter Data Type Units Range
Elem/
Rec
Bytes
Profile_Time3 Float_64 sec 4.204E8...7.389E8 1 8
Profile_UTC_Time4 Float_64 NoUnits 60,426... 160,601 1 8
P rofile lD lnt_32 NoUnits N/A 1 4
L an d W  aterM ask Int_8 NoUnits N/A 1 1
IG B PSurfaceT ype Int_8 NoUnits N/A 1 1
N S ID C S u rfaceT  y pe UInt_8 NoUnits N/A 1 1
Day_Night_Flag Int_8 NoUnits N/A 1 1
Fram eNum ber Int_16 NoUnits N/A 1 2
LidarM ode Int_16 NoUnits N/A 1 2
LidarSubm ode Int_16 NoUnits N/A 1 2
SurfaceElevation Float_32 km -1.0...9.0 1 4
Laser_Energy_532 Float_32 J -0.04...0.12 1 4
Perpendicular_Amplifier_
Gain_532
Float_32 V/V 28.2...178.0 1 4
Par_Amplifier_Gain_5 3 2 Float_32 v/v 28.2...178.0 1 4
PerpendicularBackgroun
d_Monitor_532
Float_32 counts 800.0...4000.0 1 4
ParallelBackgroundM on
itor_532
Float_32 counts -100.0...4000.0 1 4
D epolarizationG ainRati
o_532
Float_32 No Units 0.0...2.5 1 4
D epolarizationG ainRati 
o_Uncertainty_5 3 2
Float_32 No Units 0.0...TBD 1 4
Calibration_Constant_5 3 2 Float_32 km3 sr- counts TBD 1 4
CalibrationConstantU nc
ertainty_532
Float_32 km3 sr- counts 0.0...TBD 1 4
TotalA ttenuatedBacksca
tter_532
Float_32 km-1 sr -1 0.0...0.4 583 2,332
PerpendicularAttenuated 
_B ackscatter_5 3 2
Float_32 km-1 sr-1 0.0...0.2 583 2,332
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Table B.5 continued
PerpendicularRM SBasel
ine_532
Float_32 counts 20.0...25000.0 1 4
Parallel_RMS_Baseline_5
32
Float_32 counts 20.0...25000.0 1 4
Laser_Energy_l 064 Float_32 J 0.0...0.12 1 4
Amplifier Gain_1064 Float_32 V/V 102.0...195.0 1 4
C alibrationC onstan tl 06 
4
Float_32 km3 sr- counts TBD 1 4
Calibration_Constant_Unc
ertainty_1064
Float_32 km3 sr- counts 0 .0...TBD 1 4
Attenuated Backscatter_l 
064
Float_32 km-1 sr -1 o o b 583 2,332
R M S B a se lin e l 064 Float_32 counts 220.0... 1800.0 1 4
M olecularN um D ensity Float_32 m -3 8x1022...5x1025 33 132
O zoneN um berD ensity Float_32 m -3 1x1017...1x1019 33 132
Temperature Float_32 °C -120.0...60.0 33 132
Pressure Float_32 mb 1.0...1086.0 33 132
RelativeHumidity Float_32 No Units 0...150 33 132
SurfaceW  ind_Speeds Float_32 m/sec
O00oCO1 2 8
Tropopause Height Float_32 km 4...22 1 4
TropopauseTemperature Float_32 °C -100...-20 1 4
Noise_Scale_Factor_532_
Perpendicular
Float_32 counts 1/2 TBD 1 4
Noise_Scale_Factor_532_
Parallel
Float_32 countsl/2 TBD 1 4
Noise_Scale_F actor_ 1064 Float_32 counts 1/2 TBD 1 4
PerpendicularColum nRe
flectance_532
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 1 4
PerpendicularColum nRe 
flectance Uncertainty_
532
Float_32 No Units 0.0...TBD 1 4
ParallelC olum nR eflecta
nce_532
Float_32 No Units 0.0...TBD 1 4
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Table B.5 continued
ParallelC
colum nReflectanceU nce
rtainty_532
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0 ...TBD 1 4
Q C F lag UInt_32 NoUnits TBD 1 4
QC_Flag_2 UInt_32 NoUnits TBD 1 4
Table B.6 5 km lidar cloud layer record summary
R ecord N am e
Reference
T able
Individual 
R ecord  Size
R ecords/ File
File Size 
(bytes)
Core Metadata Record Omitted 870 1 870
Archive Metadata Record Omitted 4 1 4
Lidar cloud & aerosol 
metadata record
Table 2.11 22,632 1 22,632
5 km Column Descriptor 
Record: Clouds
Table 2.12 279 4,010 1,118,790
5 km Layer Descriptor 
Record: Clouds
Table 2.13 2,500 4,010 10,025,660
Total Size 5 km  C loud 
L ay e r P ro d u c t (bytes)
11,167,956
T ota l Size 5 km  C loud 
L ay e r P ro d u c t (M bytes)
10.651
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Table B.7 Lidar cloud & aerosol level 2 metadata record
Param eter
Data
Type
Units Range
Elem/
Rec
Bytes
ProductID Char NoUnits N/A 80 80
Date_Time_at_Granule_Startl Char NoUnits 1/1958...6/2137 27 27
D a te T  ime at Granule End 1 Char NoUnits 1/1958...6/2137 27 27
D a te T  im eofP roduction  1 Char NoUnits 1/1958...6/2137 27 27
Number_of_Good_Profiles Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Bad_Profiles Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
InitialSubsatelliteLatitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
Initial Subsatellite Longitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
F inal_Subsatellite_Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
F inal_Subsatellite_Longitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
L id a rL  l_Production_Date_Time Char NoUnits N/A 27 27
Number_of_Single_Shot_Records_in_
File
Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Average_Records_in_File Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Features_Found Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Cloud_F eaturesF  ound Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Aerosol_Features_Found Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
Number_of_Indeterminate_Features_F
ound
Int_32 NoUnits 0...63,630 1 4
L idarD ataA ltitudes Float_32 km
o1 583 2,332
GEOS_Version Char NoUnits N/A 64 64
ProductionScript Char NoUnits N/A 20,000 20,000
Record Size (bytes) 22,632
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Table B.8 Lidar 5 km column descriptor record: cloud
Param eter
Data
Type
Units Range
Elem/
Rec
Bytes
Profile lD Int_32 NoUnits 1...3,153,600,000 2 8
Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 3 12
Longitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 3 12
Profile_Time3 Float_64 sec 4.204E8...7.389E8 3 24
Profile_UTC_Time4 Float_64 NoUnits 60,426... 160,601 3 24
Day_Night_Flag Int_8 NoUnits 0...1 1 1
Off_Nadir_Angle Float_32 deg 0.0...10.0 1 4
SolarZ enithA ngle Float_32 deg -0.0...180.0 1 4
Solar_Azimuth_Angle Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
ScatteringAngle Float_32 deg o o oo o © 1 4
Spacecraft_Position# Float_64 km -8000.0...8000.0 9 72
Pal_Col_Reflectance_5 3 2 Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...20.0 1 4
ParallelColum nReflecta
nce_Uncertainty_532
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 1 4
ParallelColum nReflecta 
nceR M SJV  ariation_5 3 2
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 1 4
Per_Col_Reflectance_532 Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...20.0 1 4
PerpendicularC olum nR
eflectance_Uncertainty_5
32
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 1 4
PerpendicularC olum nR  
eflectance_RMS_V ariatio 
n_532
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 1 4
Column_lntegrated_Atten
uated_Backscatter_532
Float_32 sr -1 © © © 1 4
Column_IAB Cumulative 
Probability
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...1.0 1 4
TropopauseHeight Float_32 km 4.0...22.0 1 4
T ropopauseT  emperature Float_32 °C -120.0...-20.0 1 4
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Table B.8 continued
IG B PSurfaceT ype Int_8 NoUnits 1_17 1 1
N SIDC Surface Type UInt_8 NoUnits 0...255 1 1
LidarSurfaceE levation Float_32 km o VO o 8 32
DEM Surface Elevation Float_32 km 1 o VO o 4 16
Surface_Elevation_Detect
ion_Frequency
UInt_8 NoUnits 0...165 1 1
Normalization_Constant_
Uncertainty_532
Float_32 NoUnits 0 ...L 0 2 8
Calibration_Altitude_5 3 2 Float_32 km 0.0...40.0 2 8
F eatureF inderQC UInt_16 NoUnits 0...32767 1 2
Table B.9 Lidar 5 km layer descriptor record: layers
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Param eter
Data
Type
Units Range
Elem/
Rec
Bytes
Layer_Top_Altitude FIoat_32 km -0.5...30.1 10 40
LayerB  aseA ltitude Float_32 km -0.5...30.1 10 40
OpacityFlag In t8 NoUnits 0...1 10 10
HorizontalAveraging tnt_8 km oo O 10 10
Attenuated_Backscatter_Statistics_532 Float_32 km-1 sr-1 N/A 60 240
lntegrated_Attenuated_Backscatter_532 Float_32 sr-l
ooo
10 40
Integrated_Attenuated_Backscatter_Unce
rtainty_532
Float_32 s r -1 0.0...TBD 10 40
Attenuated_Backscatter_Statistics_1064 Float_32 km-1 sr -1 N/A 60 240
Integrated_Attenuated_B ackscatter_ 1064 Float_32 sr -1 0.0...1.0+ 10 40
lntegrated_Attenuated_Backscatter_Unce
rtainty_1064
Float_32 sr-1 0.0...TBD 10 40
Volume_Depolarization_Ratio_Statistics Float_32 NoUnits N/A 60 240
IntegratedVolum eDepolarizationRatio Float_32 NoUnits
ooo
10 40
[ntegrated_Volume_Depolarization_Ratio
Uncertainty
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 10 40
Attenuated_Total_Color_Ratio_Statistics Float_32 NoUnits N/A 60 240
lntegrated_Attenuated_Total_Color_Ratio Float_32 NoUnits
orioo 10 40
Integrated_Attenuated_Total_Color_Ratio
Uncertainty
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0... TBD 10 40
Overlying_Integrated_Attenuated_Backsc
atter_532
Float_32 sr -1 0...10 10 40
Lay er_I AB_Q A_F actor Float_32 NoUnits 0...1 10 40
Feature Classification Flags * UInt_16 NoUnits 0...98,298 10 20
Extin ctionQC_5 32 UInt_16 NoUnits 0...65,535 10 20
CADScore Int_8 NoUnits 1 o © © © 10 10
Measured_Two_W ay_T ransmittance_5 3 2 Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...1.0 10 40
Measured_Two_Way_Transmittance_Un
certainty_532
Float_32 NoUnits 0 .0 ...TBD 10 40
Two_W ay_Transmittance_Measurement_ 
Region
Float_32 cm 0.0...30.0 20 80
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Table B.9 continued
F eature_Optical_Depth_5 3 2 Float_32 NoUnits o o Ln o 10 40
Feature_Optical_Depth_Uncertainty_532 Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 10 40
[nitial_532_Lidar_Ratio Float_32 sr 0.0...100.0 10 40
F inal_532_Lidar_Ratio Float_32 sr 0.0...250.0 10 40
Lidar_Ratio_532_Selection_Method [nt_8 NoUnits
O©©
10 10
Layer_Effective_532_Multiple_Scattering
Factor
Float_32 NoUnits
©©©
10 40
lntegrated_Particulate_Depolarization_Ra
do
Float_32 NoUnits
©©©
10 40
IntegratedParticulateD epolarizationRa
doUncertainty
Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 10 40
Particulate_Depolarization_Ratio_Statisti
cs
Float_32 NoUnits N/A 60 240
MidlayerTemperature Float_32 >C 110.0...60.0 10 40
CirrusShapeParam eter [nt_16 NoUnits 0...550 40 80
Cirrus_Shape_Parameter_Uncertainty Int 16 NoUnits 0...550 40 80
Cirrus_Shape_Parameter_Invalid_Points lnt_16 NoUnits 0...550 10 20
IceW aterP a th Float_32 NoUnits TBD 10 40
[ce_Water_Path_Uncertainty Float_32 NoUnits 0.0...TBD 10 40
Record Size (bytes) 2,500
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Table B.10 IIR/lidar track product summary
Record Name Reference
Record
Size
Records/File File Size (Bytes)
Core Metadata Record Omitted 870 1 870
Archive Metadata Record Omitted 4 1 4
IIR Track Metadata Record Table B .ll 285 1 285
IIR/Lidar Track Science Record Table B. 12 220 20,048 4,410,560
Total Size Profile Data Product 
(Bytes)
4,411,719
Total Size Profile Data Product 
(Mbytes)
4.207
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Table B .ll  IIR/Lidar track metadata record
Param eter
Data
Type
Units Range
Elem/
Rec
Bytes
ProductID Char NoUnits N/A 80 80
Date_T ime_at_Granule_Start 1 Char NoUnits
1/1958...6/21 
37
27 27
Date_Time at_Granule_Endl Char NoUnits
1/1958...6/21 
37
27 27
Date_Time ofProductionl Char NoUnits
1/1958...6/21 
37
27 27
Initial_IIR_Scan_Center_Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
In it ia l l lR S  canC enterLongitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
Ending_IIR_Scan_Center_Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 1 4
Ending_IIR_Scan_Center_Longitude Float_32 deg -180.0...180.0 1 4
Number of IIR Records in F ile Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number o f Valid 08 65 Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number of Valid 12 05 Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number o f Valid 10 60 Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Invalid_08_65_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Invalid_12_05_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Invalid_l 0_60_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_08_65_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_l 2_05_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
N um bero fR ej e c te d l  0_60_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_08_65_Pixels_Location Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_12_05_Pixels_Location Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
N um bero fR ej ected_l 0_60_Pixels_Location Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_08_65_Pixels_Radiance Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_12_05_Pixels_Radiance Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Rejected_10_60_Pixels_Radiance Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Mean O8 65_Radiance All Float_32
Wm-2sr - 
1 pm -1
TBD 1 4
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Table B .ll  continued
M e a n l 2_05_Radiance_All Float_32
Wm-2sr -1 
pm -1
TBD 1 4
M e a n l 0_60_Radiance_All Float_32
Wm-2sr -1 
pm -1
TBD 1 4
Mean_08_65_Radiance_Selected_Cases Float_32
Wm-2sr -1 
pm -1
TBD 1 4
Mean_12_05_Radiance_Selected_Cases Float_32
Wm-2sr -1 
pm -1
TBD 1 4
Mean_10_60_Radiance_Selected_Cases Float_32
W m-2sr-l 
pm -1
TBD 1 4
Mean_08_65_Brightness_Temp_All Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 1 4
M e a n l 2_05_Brightness_T em pA ll Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 1 4
M e a n l 0_60_Brightness_T emp_All Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 1 4
Mean_08_65_Brightness_Temp Selected_Cas
3S
Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 1 4
Mean_12_05_Brightness_Temp_Selected_Cas
es
Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 1 4
Mean_10_60_Brightness_Temp_Selected_Cas
es
Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 1 4
N u m b e ro fV  alid_LIDAR_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Invalid_LIDAR_Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
N um bero fR ej ected_LID A R Pixels Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Number_of_Identified_Pixels_Upper_Level Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Percent_of_Identified_Pixels_Upper_Level Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
Number_of_Identified_Pixels_Lower_Level Int_16 NoUnits 0...20,048 1 2
Percent_of_Identified_Pixels_Lower_Level Float_32 % 0.0...100.0 1 4
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Table B.12 IIR/lidar track science record
Param eter Data Type Units Range
Clem/
Rec
Bytes
Latitude Float_32 deg -90.0...90.0 4
Longitude Float_32 deg
oo00oo00_Lm, , 4
LIDAR Shot Time Float_64 sec N/A 8
IIR_Image Time_12 05 FIoat_64 sec N/A 8
Brightnes s_T emperatureO 8_6 5 Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 4
BrightnessT em peraturel 2 0 5 Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 4
BrightnessT em peraturel 0_60 Float_32 K 0.0...400.0 4
Effective_Emissivity_08_65 Float_32 No Units -0.1...1.1 4
Effective_Emissivity_12_05 Float_32 No Units -0.1...1.1 4
Effective_Emissivity_l 0_60 Float_32 No Units -0.1...1.1 4
Eff. Emissivity Uncertainty 0865 Float_32 No Units TBD 4
Eff. Emissivity_Uncertainty_1205 FIoat_32 No Units TBD 4
Eff. Emissivity_Uncertainty_1060 Float_32 No Units TBD 4
EmissivityO 8 6 5 Float_32 No Units 0.0...1.0 4
Em issivityl 2 0 5 Float_32 No Units © © © 4
Emissivity_10_60 Float_32 No Units 0.0...1.0 4
Emissivity_Uncertainty_0865 Float_32 No Units TBD 4
Emissivity Uncertainty_l 205 Float_32 No Units TBD 4
Em issivityU ncertaintyl 060 Float_32 No Units TBD 4
Particle_Shape_Index Int_8 No Units TBD 1
Particle_Shape_Index_Conf. Int_8 No Units © © © 1
g Int_8 No Units TBD 1
g_confidence Int_8 No Units © N-i © © 1
Eff. Particle Size Float_32 ^m 0.0...300.0 4
Eff. ParticleSizeU ncertainty Float_32 pm TBD 4
Clear_Sky_Radiance_08_65 Float_32 W m -2sr-l pm -1 TBD 4
C le a rS k y R a d ia n c e l 2 0 5 Float_32 W m -2sr-l pm -1 TBD 4
C le a rS k y R a d ia n c e l 0 6 0 Float_32 W m -2sr-l pm -1 TBD 4
O p tica lD ep th l 2 0 5 FIoat32 No Units TBD 4
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Table B.13 Name, function, output file name, and data format
Name Function Name of output file Format of 
output file
Onefile.pro 1. Process half­
orbit file, identify 
ice clouds
Oneday.pro 2. Combine 
processed half-orbit 
files into one-day 
file
yyyy-mm-dd-ZD[N].dat Table 3.2
G rid lo n la tre iw c .p ro 3. Produce grid file 
in lon-lat grid, 
calculate effective 
diameter and IWC
yyyy-mm-dd-ZD[N]-
lon-lat-f-reiwc.dat
Table 3.3
adddatagrid lon latreiw c.pro 4. Produce one- 
month grid file
yyyy-mm-ZD [N] -lon- 
lat-f-reiwc.dat
Table 3.3
G rid la th g tre iw c .p ro Convert lon-lat grid 
into lat-hgt grid file
yyyy-mm-ZD [N]-lon- 
lat-f-reiwc-lat-hgt.dat
Table3.4
Grid_lat_hgt_reiwc_calheat.pro Calculate heating 
rate of one-month 
lat-hgt grid
yyyy-mm-ZD[ZN]-lon-
lat-f-reiwc-lat-hgt-
calheat.dat
Table 3.4
g ridd raw x x x lo n la t.p ro 5. Draw longitude- 
latitude plot
yyyy-mm-ZD[N]-lon-
lat-f-reiwc.ps
griddraw_xxx_lat_hgt.pro 5. Draw latitude- 
height plot
yyyy-mm-ZD[N]-lon-
lat-f-reiwc-lat-hgt.ps
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Table B.14 Data record structure in file yyyy_mm_dd_ZD[N].dat
Latitude(O) Longitude(l) time(2) ProfID0(3) ProflDl(4)
ProflD2(5) Top_height(6) Top_temp(7) (8) (9)
BT0865(10) BT1205(11) BT1060(12) E0865(13) E1205(14)
E l 060(15) EF-P-size(16) Clrrad0865(17) Clrradl205(18) Clrrad1060(19)
Opt053211(20) Opt0532hl(21) D epjl(22) Dep_hl(23) Bksct_ll(24)
Bksct_hl(25) Toph_ll(26) Toph_hl(27) Botm_ll(28) Botm_hl(29)
Toptll(30) Topthl(31) Optl205(32) Iwc(33) SE0865(34)
SE1205(35) SE1060(36) sene(37) Rhflg(38) Iirdataflg(39)
G(40) (41) Solarzen(42) Solarazm(43) Scatangle(44)
Surfelv(45) Clnintgbact(46) Igbpsurftype(47) Offnadir(48) Daynightflg(49)
Topha(50) Topta(51) Baseha(52) Baseta(53) Numlyra(54)
Ldr(55) (16) (17) (18) (19)
Tophf(60) Toptf(61) Basehf(62) Basetf(63) Numlyrf(64)
Ldrf(65) (66) (67) (68) (69)
Topht(70) Toptt(71) Baseht(72) Basett(73) Numlyrt(74)
Ldrt(75) (76) (77) (78) (79)
Tophe(80) Topte(81) Basehe(82) Basete(83) numlyre(84)
Ldre(85) (86) (87) (88) (89)
(90) (91) (92) (93) (94)
(95) (96) (97) (98) (99)
Tophl(lOO) Toptl(lO l) Basehl(102) Basetl(103) Ldr(104)
Intgldr(105) C5fkflgl(106) Optics5321(107) Midtemp 1(108) Hrzavg 1(109)
(110) E x tl( l l l ) Transmitl(112) Regionll(113) Regin 12(114)
Shppl(115) Iw pl(l 16) Iwpyncl(117) Colorratiol(118) Cirrflgl(l 19)
120-139, layer2 information with the same structure as 100-119
140-159, layer3 information with the same structure as 100-119
160-179, layer4 information with the same structure as 100-119
180-199, layer5 information with the same structure as 100-119
200-219, layer6 information with the same structure as 100-119
220-239, layer7 information with the same structure as 100-119
240-259, layer8 information with the same structure as 100-119
260-279, layer9 information with the same structure as 100-119
280-299, layerlO information with the same structure as 100-119
300-899, total attenuated backscatter profile(583)
900-1499, perpendicular attenuated backscatter profile(583)
1500-2099, number of valid total attenuated backscatter values added (583)
2100-2699, temperature profile(583)
Note: The file yyyy_mm_dd.dat consists o f one head record and many data records. Head 
record has 2700 double type elements. It includes only one field named altitude (300:882). 
Each data record has length of double type elements. The structure o f data record is indicated 
above. Each data record includes one ice cloud column and its layer information.
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Table B.15 Data sumary in a lon-lat grid file
Numoverpass(O) N u m c l d c o l ( l ) (2)ldr Cld_top_hgt(3) Cld_top_temp(4)
Cld_bs_hgt(5) Cld_bs_temp(6) Cld_mid_temp(7) Optic_depth(8) (9)
(10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
(15) (16) (17) (18) (19)
(20)-(582)
Total_bksct_profile (*,*,1,583)
Per_bkscat_profile (*,*,2, 583)
Cnt_profile (*,*,3, 583)
Temperature_profile (*,*,4,583)
Humidity (*,*,5, 583)
Supersaturation density (*,*,6, 583)
Supersaturaton ratio (*,*,7, 583)
Ldr profile (*,*,8, 583)
Heating rate profle (*,*,9, 583)
Cnt_heat_profile (*,*,10,583)
Note: one-day lon-lat grid file is named as yyyy-mm-dd-ZD[ZN]- lon-lat-7.dat. One-month lon-lat grid
Table B.16 Data summary in a lat-hgt grid file
Numover(O) Num_cld_col(l) (2) Cld_top_hgt(3) Cld_top_temp(4)
Cld_bs_hgt(5) Cld_bs_temp(6) Cld_mid_temp(7) Optic_depth(8) (9)
(10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
(15) (16) (17) (18) (19)
(20)-(49), (50)-(582)
Tot_profile, (*,1,583)
Per_profile, (*,2,583)
Cnt_profile, (*,3,583)
Temp_profile, (*,4,583)
Humidity_profile, (*,5,583)
Heatingrate_cloud_profile, (* ,7,583)
Ldr_profile, (*,8,583)
Heatingrate_profile (*,9,583)
Cnt_heatingrate_profile (*,10,583)
Note: one-month lat-hgt grid file is named as yyyy-mm-ZDfNJ-lon-lat-reiwc-lat-hgt.dat.
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Appendix C
This appendix includes the copy of the article. The copy is cited from: Sassen, K., 
and J. Zhu, A global survey of CALIPSO linear depolarization ratios in ice clouds: Initial 
findings, J. Geophys. Res., 114, D00H07, doi:10.1029/2009JD012279, 2009. Copyright 
[2009] American Geophysical Union, and reproduced by permission of American 
Geophysical Union.
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A global survey of CALIPSO linear depolarization ratios in ice clouds: 
Initial findings
Kenneth Sassen1 and Jiang Zhu1
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[t] Linear depolarization ratio (6) data from the summer/Winter seasons ova- the first 
2 years of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) 
satellite operations in die green (0.S32 pm) laser channel are analyzed and interpreted 
in terms o f  ice cloud microphysical properties. That is, we use variations in 6 as a 
proxy of cloud formation and environmental conditions that affect ice crystal shape and 
orientation. The ctoud detection algorithm is tuned mainly to cirrus clouds, but also 
includes polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) and optically thin, tow and mid level ice 
clouds at high latitudes. As anticipated from ground-based polarization lidar studies,
6 increase with increasing height/decreasing temperature, and die effects o f  horizontally 
oriented plate crystals in lowing 6 are evident by comparing data obtained close to the 
nadir (0.3°) and off-nadir (3.0°) pointing directions. These differences in 6 average 
0.01-0.03, although this anisotropic scattering effect is particularly apparent at low 
altitudes in the mid and high latitudes. Unexpected findings include decreasing 6 with 
increasing latitude, and 6 in detected PSC that see usually similar to cirrus clouds.
However, 6 in PSC are lower in a belt in the lower stratosphere in die Southern 
Hemisphere and generally lower in the Northern Hemisphere, but higher in lower 
stratospheric nacreous clouds in both hemispheres. There are also significant differences in 
the ice cloud 6 measured at night and day, but this is assumed to result from factors 
associated wife day Might differences in CALIPSO (feta collection. Global average f> are
0.34 0.36 for day, and 0.23-0.26 for night.
tkuttim: Sassen, 1C., and J. Zhu (21109). A global survey of CALIPSO linear depolarization ratios in ice clouds: Initial f inding*,
J; (kafhys. gm. IN, D00H07, <bi:HU02*2009JD012279.
I, Introduction
[i] Every electromagnetic wave at any instant oftime can 
be characterized by a state of polarization [Swindell, 1975], 
This state of polarization involves an instantaneous plane of 
polarization feat can be invariant with time (linearly polar­
ized in some arbitrary direction), or undergoing rotation 
(circular polarization, or elliptical polarization in fee general 
sense). A state of random polarization can be considered as 
a jumble of waves doing a near infinite number o f feeir 
individual things.
|j] The capricious nature of polarized waves is readily 
apparent during fee scattering of light by hydrometeors in 
fee atmosphere, which tend to have dimensions much larger 
than fee incident (visible) wavelengths. This is the realm of 
geometrical optics, where Mie theory offers a precise 
solution to scattering in alt directions provided that the 
scatterer is spherically symmetrical, while approximate 
theories must be relied on for irregular particles [Liou et 
at,, 2002]. Excluding fee forward-scattering diffraction 
process, which does not depolarize the light in the shadows
'Ueoptiyncal Institute. University o r Alaska Faahenlcs, Fairbanks, 
Alaska. USA
UoByftaht 2009 by the American Geophysical Union. 
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edge, scattering that involves internal skew rays (i.e., non­
normal to the surface) will alter fee polarization state of the 
scattered light Reducing the problem to pure backscattering 
at 100°, the case for lidar, we find that spheres only have 
raypaths that preserve fee incident polarization properties, 
while according to ray tracing the backscattering from 
nonspherical particles create depolarization in the backscat- 
ter except in fee case of normal, or specular, reflections 
[Liou and Lahore, 1974; Sassen, 1991). This is important 
because some ice crystals such as plates display large flat 
feces feat are effective in creating nondepolarizing reflec­
tions. which also tends to orient them uniformly in space as 
a result of aerodynamic drag forces, such feat backscatter 
depolarization can depend significantly on the lidar pointing 
angle [e.g. Platt, 1978; Noe! and Sassen, 2005],
[s] Ray-tracing findings show feat when randomly 
arrayed, fee basic ice crystal habits generate different 
amounts of backscatter depolarization [Takano and Liou, 
1995]. The linear depolarization ratio 6 is commonly used hi 
fee lidar field to quantify changes in the backscattered 
polaization state, and is defined as the ratio of returned 
laser energies in the perpendicular to parallel planes of 
polarization relative to feat transmitted. (Note that these two 
lidar signals can contain contributions from air molecules, 
aerosols, and clouds, such that fee term total linear depo­
larization ratio is appropriate.) In going from thin hexagonal
I o f 12D00H07
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plates to king column ice crystals, the predicted 6 increase 
from 0.34 to 0.56, suggesting that lidar signals can be used 
to Infer ice crystal shape.
[s] Since polarization lidars have been around [Schor/W 
et at., 1971 ], citrus clouds have been under their scrutiny. 
As a matter o f tact, polarized photons and cirrus cloud 
particles ate an ideal match [Stauen, 1991,2005a], while the 
need to better understand high cloud properties for climate 
studies is well established [e.g., Uou, 1986; Stephens et al,,
1990]. Up to recently; natch o f what we know about the 
properties o f these high clouds has come from extended 
ground-based polarization lidar studies torn various parts o f 
the wotid. However, the results have not always been in 
good agreement, which could be attributed either to exper­
imental uncertainties or to valid regional differences in ice 
crystal shapes caused by the cloud formation processes or 
local aerosol effects. For example, in the comparison o f  the 
temperature dependencies o f 6 given by Sassen and Benson 
[2001], although simitar trends from midlatitude sites in the 
Northern and Summer Hemispheres were found, tropical 
cirrus results differed by up to 6 ss 0.2. All climatological 
lidar studies, however, reveal an increasing trend in 6 with 
increasing height/decreasing temperature.
[s] With the April 2006 launch of the Cloud-Aerosol 
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CAL­
IPSO) satellite, however, the situation has changed dramat­
ically, because Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal 
Polarization (CALIOP) depolarization data in the green 
(0.532 um) laser channel are now available globally. The 
data commenced on 15 June 2006, including measurements 
collected in both the nadir and off-nadir viewing directions, 
at a vertical resolution o f 60 m in the upper troposphere and 
with a ground footprint o f 333 m IW lnkeretal, 2007; Hunt 
«  al., 2009], This unique data set is important because we 
assert that variations in laser depolarization contain infor­
mation reflecting the basic cloud microphysical, environ­
mental, and formation processes in ice clouds.
[?] We have begun the analysis o f this extended data set 
by examining the nature o f the surprisingly large 6 varia­
tions in ice clouds as (unctions of geographic location, 
season, height, and day versus night overpass data. CALIPSO 
and other members o f the A-train constellation o f  satellites 
fly in a Sun-synchronous 705 km orbit, with repeated 
01:30 and 13:30 local mean times for crossing the equator 
[.Stephens et at,, 2002]. As o f  the time o f  this writing, 
CALIOP has emitted approximately 1.8 billion laser shots 
Into the Earth's atmosphere.
2. Data Analysis
[a] The data analysis algorithm uses both CALIPSO 
Level 1 and 2 cloud data products to calculate suitably 
averaged, ranged-resolved 6. (Note that the Level 2 depo­
larization data product involves the vertical integration of 
the signals through each identified doud layer [see Cho et 
at,, 2008].) The Level 1 data used here include the atten­
uated parallel and perpendicular backscatter profiles for 
each recorded laser shot, and the coiresponding temperature 
profile. To reduce the effects o f signal noise on calculating 
6, the backscatter data at each height are averaged over 
15 consecutive shots. Depending on the height above mean 
sea level (MSL), this yi eight resolutions ranging from
30 to 180 m in our realm of interest: the data resolution it 
30 m from the surface to 8.3 km, 60 m from 8.3 to 20.2 km, 
and I80mupto30.1 km MSL. The temperature profiles are 
similarly averaged. Next, Level 2 data are examined to 
obtain all identified doud top and base heights: note that 
this data product is based on the same 15-shot averages as 
we apply to Level 1 data. This yields a repeated 5 km long 
ckrad column data product.
[9] We next decide which of the Level 2 layers are to be 
included in the analysis based on criteria developed earlier 
for visually identified cirrus clouds [Sassen, 2002a; Sassen 
et a t, 2008], but also including in the current study polar 
stratospheric clouds (PSC) and likely some dtffose mitflevel 
ice clouds. The criteria for identifying cirrus and other ice 
clouds are that they must be transparent to lidar probing 
(Le., cloud optical depth <~3.0-4.0), and have cloud top 
temperatures colder than -40°C according to Sassen and 
Campbell [2001]. Ibis approximate optical depth limit is 
determined by searching fix a lidar return, below the highest 
suitable cloud layer, either at the Earths' surface height, or 
the top o f  a tower doud layer that attenuates die laser pulse 
(and thus is rejected from further analysis). In effect, this 
avoids the inclusion in our sample of dense ice, water, and 
mixed phase clouds, which may produce photon multiple 
scattering depolarization increases [Hu et at,, 2006; Cho et 
a t, 2008], and most aerosol layers. The 6 are calculated 
using die integrated backscatter signals at each height 
within those doud layers identified in Level 2 data and 
passing our criteria. The vertical 6 profiles are saved along 
with temperatures and location. Each day of compiled data 
is gridded into 5.0° latitude by 5.0“ longitude bins and then 
into monthly averaged data files.
[to] Cunendy, only selected time intervals have been 
analyzed using this algorithm. We have chosen the three 
month periods representing Northern and Southern Hemi­
sphere summers and winters (ie., JJA and DJF) for both the 
initial nadir and the subsequent off-nadir viewing periods. 
Separate analyses are made for day and night CALIPSO 
observations. The results are presented in terms of global 
latitude versus longitude plots to show geographical differ­
ences, and latitude versus height plots to reveal die effects 
o f cloud height/temperature an laser depolarization, for the 
first time, on a global scale.
3 . N adir Results
[tij In Figures 1-6 are presented results for die months 
o f JJA 2006 and 2007, and DJF 2006-2007 when the 
CALIPSO viewing angle o f 0.3° was very close to the nadir 
direction. (Note that a brief period of off-nadir data collected 
after 21 August 2007 is excluded from this analysts.) In 
other words, if  horizontally oriented planar ice crystals 
represented a significant fraction of the total crystals present 
at any location, 6 could be considerably lowered in com­
parison to those collected a few degrees or more off the 
nadir (see next section), sometimes even approaching zero 
[&usejr and Benson, 2001], Day and night three monthly 
seasonal averages are given in Figures 1 and 2 (for JJA in 
both 2006 and 2007) and 4 -5  (for DJF in 2006-2007), and 
the corresponding monthly averaged results for the zonal 
height distributions in Figures 3 and 6. It is important to 
note that for the months selected, the data for high latitudes
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Figure t .  Latitude versus longitude displays o f vertically averaged nadir CALIPSO ice doud linear 
depolarization ratios (see color £ value scale at lower right). The data am for (top) day and (bottom) night, 
averaged over the months of JJA for (a) 2006 and (b) 2007.
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Figure 2. Latitude versus height displays o f nadir CALIPSO ice cloud 6 values for (top) day and 
(bottom) night aged over the months of JJA for (a) 2006 and (b) 2007.
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Figure 3. Single-month latitude versus height displays of nadir CALIPSO ice cloud 6 values for (left) 
day and (right) night, for (a) 2006 and (b) 2007 for months June, July, and August.
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correspond to sumnteiAvinter seasonal effects on cloud 
formation, as is particularly apparent in the vaiying presence 
of PSC extending up to 27 km MSL.
In] In general, it is clear that the 6 derived fromCALIOP 
nadir data are on average significantly higher in tropo­
spheric ice clouds a) during the day compared to night, 
otd b) in foe tropics and midlatitudes compared to higher 
(>~50“) latitude local he possible effects o f errors
from signal noise caused by scattered sunlight and other 
causes will be discussed below.) Moreover, as expected 
from extended ground-based polarization lidar studies o f 
cirrus clouds, 6 tend to increase with increasing height,
i.e., with decreasing temperature (Figures 2 and 5). The 
trend in the night data is similar, but some 6 decreases are 
indicated as the tropical tropopause is approached.
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Figure 4. As in Figure i but for the months o f December-January-February (DJF) 2006- 2007.
(<>] As for the basic effects o f geography on foe average 
6, which are more readily apparent in the night plots in 
Figures I and 4, it appears that the highest £ (>~0.25 at 
night) are generally confined to those areas in the tropics 
and subtropics that have the highest global frequencies of 
cirrus clouds in the corresponding months [see Sassen et aL, 
200H, Figure 3], and which are indicated to generally be 
associated with deep convective clouds [i’assen et a l, 
2009], These areas include for DJF foe Amazon Basin, 
southern Africa, foe Malaysian region, and the central 
Pacific Ocean, and for JJA central America, foe Indian 
Ocean Monsoon region, and the western Pacific Ocean. 
The strong depolarization generated in JJA over southern 
South America and its eastern coast, an the other hand, 
does not correspond to an area o f significant cirrus cloud 
production, (it does correspond, however, to the location of 
the South Atlantic Anomaly, which produces a major 
increase in foe green channel dark noise that may affect 
6 values (/funf et a l, 2009)).
[m] The availability o f results from two consecutive JJA 
seasons allows for the evaluation o f inreraraiual variations 
o f ice cloud formation processes that are reflected by 
changes in lidar depolarization. In many respects the find­
ings tram foe two seasons are surprisingly consistent. In 
Figure 1 (top), although the uniform drop in £ at a  latitude 
of — t60“ seems unrealistic, many details o f the day and 
night £ variations are quite similar for the two years, such as 
the midlatitude regions showing lower depolarization and 
high latitude regions s g higher depolarization. The
patterns in foe latitude versus height displays in Figures 2 
and 3 are also very similar, indicating a degree of year-to- 
year repeatability in both tropospheric and PSC ice doud 
conditions Apart from a few departures, like foe July 2006 
apparent aerosol peak at +60-65° latitude extending above 
foe tropogfoeric cirrus, note foe persistence o f foe two 6 
maxima in foe upper troposphere at about +10° and -40° 
latitudes, and the similar PSC properties.
[is] In comparison, foe plots for foe 2007-2008 DJF 
nadir data reveal only some subtle seasonal differences in 
foe geographic pattern o f foe average 6 for tropospheric ice 
clouds (Figure 4J The latitude versus height displays in 
Figures 5 and 6 show stranger depolarization extending to 
higher latitudes in foe winter hemisphere, and a tongue of 
low 6 values in December extending into southern midlat­
itudes in foe cloud top region (night only). PSC are nearly 
absent at this rime in foe Northern Hemisphere, hut not 
entirely (see section 4).
[is] There are interesting 6 variations with height and 
geographical location at high latitudes in connection with 
PSC, which are particularly evident in the one month 
averaged latitude-height displays (Figures 3 and 6). It is 
likely that Type II PSC, which have cirrus-like properties 
[Palm et a l, 2005], will be mainly detected, as indicated by 
foe similar maximum lidar-derived PSC heights of —27 km 
MSL given by Campbell and Sassen [2008], Over Antarc­
tica, a  region of S as 0.1 is generally present in foe lower 
stratosphere before 6 increase in foe higher-altitude PSC, 
indicating a change in stratospheric particle shape, sire or
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Figure 5. As in Figure 2 but for the months o f DJF 2006-2007.
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urc 6, As in Figure 3a but for foe months of DJF 2006-2007.
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Figure 7. As in Figuie I but for the months o f 2008 June-July -  August (JJA) and for off-nadir 
observations.
orientation with height Moreover, there is evidence for 
relatively high 6 of 0.45-0.55 associated with what we 
interpret as lower stratospheric nacreous clouds in both 
hemispheres. These regions are found in the night (i.e., 
winter) height-latitude displays between —±65-75° latitude 
and 12-14 km height, particularly in the months o f June 
(Figure 3a, top right) and January (Figure 6, right middle). 
What suggests that they are mountain-wave induced nacre­
ous clouds is their association with mountainous regions 
such as the Antarctic Peninsula and Victoria Land, and 
Scandinavia and Greenland. Relatively strong depolariza­
tion is suggested in the vertically averaged 6 within these 
areas in Figures 1 and 4, but similar plots giving data only 
fbr »12 km MSL (not shown) more clearly indicate their 
associations with elevated terrain. Interestingly, a similar 
occurrence o f DJF-season ‘cirrus' clouds is present in the 
Stmm el a/. [2808] dimatological study, but it is now 
t they these clouds generate unusually high 6 at 
not far above the tropopause. The night height- 
latitude display in Figure 6 for December also shows the 
presence o f a thin Northern Hemisphere PSC at a height o f 
19.5 km MSL.
4  Off-Nadtr Results
]rrj Operations after 28 November 2007 (and to date) 
have been conducted with the CALIOP system pointed 3.0° 
off the nadir directio rder to study the effects o f
horizontally oriented ice crystals on depolarization and 
any errors associated with the determination of cloud optical 
depth from the re flection-enhanced signal strengths. A 
viewing angle o f 3.0“ off the vertical direction is sufficient 
to greatly reduce the effects of specular reflections on lidar 
except perhaps in die case o f the larger flutter angles 
experienced by dendritic ice crystals at relatively warm 
temperatures [Noel and Sassen, 2005]. Thus, presented in 
Figures 7-12 are the results of the analyses analogous to 
Figtaes 1-6.
[is] A general comparison of the previous nadir to these 
off-mdir results shows that in every case die latter 6 values 
are somewhat higher. Theoffnadir latitude versus longitude 
displays o f vertically averaged 6 do not appear to be 
conspicuously higher, but the height-latitude displays show 
more dramatic differences. For both day and ni^it data, 
areas with 6 lower than —0.15 are now nearly absent. These 
areas occurred previously mostly along the bate o f the ice 
clouds (i.e., at die warmest temperatures), and die off-nadir 
cloud ‘bases' as a result ate somewhat higher. In other 
words, these midlevel to low-level tropospheric ice clouds 
composed of oriented planar crystals appear to be optically 
thin, with an enhanced probability o f detection when nadir 
data is collected. Given by Sassen [2002b, 2005b] are 
examples of the sensing by polarization lidar o f similar thin 
ice clouds at relatively low altitudes (for cirrus) at both mid 
and high latitudes, which are often if  not typically com­
posed of oriented plate crystals. Ice crystal nucleation in
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Figure 8. As in Figure 2 but for the months o f 2008 JJA and for off-nadir observations.
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Figure 9, As in Figure 3a but for the months o f 2008 JJA and for off-nadir observations.
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Figure 10. As in Figure 7 but for the months of DJF 2007-2008.
many cases may involve die deposition mode rather than the 
homogeneous freezing o f haze particles typical o f higher 
citrus clouds.
[is] Other regions where oriented plate crystal returns are 
now absent or greatly reduced are at high altitudes in the 
southern midlatitudes (Figure 6, top right, versus Figure 9), 
which appear to extend into the lower stratosphere only at 
night, and at high latitudes in general Even for the off-nadir 
data, however, it is dear that cirrus cloud ft are lower at high 
latitudes in both hemispheres, winter and summer. This is a 
consistent trend that shows that lidar depolarization in ice 
clouds tends to not only increase with height, but also to 
decrease with latitude. On the other hand, ft in the upper 
tropical atmosphere are similarly high in the nadir and off- 
nadir plots (compare Figures 2 and 8 and Figures 5 and 11), 
indicating that oriented plate crystals are not as common at 
these temperatures and locales.
[te] Also note that a measure of interannual variability in 
the presence o f PSC is already indicated by the data. 
Congtaring Figures 3 and 9 and Figures 6 and 12 reveals 
that although PSC « e  similarly abundant in die 2006,2007, 
and 2008 Southern Hemisphere winters, it is only the 
2007-2008 winter that shows evidence for significant 
Northern Hemisphere PSC. This strong Northern Hemi­
spheric PSC occurrence is surprising, perhaps reflecting the 
dearth o f lidar remote sensing sites in the vast Arctic regioa 
PSC depolarization appears in Figure 8 to be somewhat 
higher in comparison to the nadir data, but interannual 
variations could be reap le for this. Note, however, that
the band o f relatively low ft from ~ 1 2 -I7  km MSL Just 
above die tropopause does not appear to be due to oriented 
plates, but to different crystal shapes, perhaps as a result of 
evaporation effects on particle shape during sedimentation 
[Nelson, 1998], or to different particle compositions in these 
lower PSC.
5. Overview
[21] To quantify the regional and global differences in ice 
cloud depolarization described above, Tables 1 and 2 give 
the zonal and global averaged ft for the day, night, nadir, and 
off-nadir data sets, for both the JJA and DJF seasons, 
respectively. In terms of the global ft averages, it is apparent 
that day minus night differences are close to 0.11 regardless 
o f season or CALIOP pointing direction. Global averages 
range from 0.34 to 0.36 for day, and 023 to 0.26 for night 
data. As discussed below, these day/night differences sig­
nificantly exceed expectations based on ground-based po­
larization lidar studies. Differences between off-nadir and 
nadir ft range from 0.01 to 0.03, which is generally 
consistent with the results given by Sassen and Benson 
[2001], indicating that on avenge only a small amount of 
oriented plates are mixed in with randomly arrayed ice 
crystals. (Recall however, that oriented plate crystals no­
ticeably affect ft and cloud boundaries at low altitudes and 
high latitudes.) As far as latitudinal differences are 
concerned, off-nadir minus nadir ft are only MIDI -0.02 
in the tropics, but increase to 0.04 -0.05 at higher latitudes,
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Figure 11. As in Figure 8 but for the months of DJF 2007-2008.
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Uhfe I. Vertically and Zonally Avenged ft Within the Indicated 
Latitude Bella for NArious CALIPSO Polarization Lidar Operations 
for the Months o f June -  July- August*______________________
Latitude Nadir Doty Nadir Nsfrt
Off-Nadir
Dm
Off-Nadir
Ni«ht
-  H5 to 60* 0.26 (0.2K) 0.23 (0.24) 0.30 026
60 to 30* 0.31 (0.32) 0.25 (026) 035 028
30 to 15* 026 (0.3?) 025(026) 0.38 0.29
1$ to +15* 0.40 (0.40) 027 (026) 041 028
♦ IS to *30* 0.40 (0.40) 026 (026) 0.41 027
*30to* 60* 0.36 (0.35) 020 (020) 039 021
+*0 to 0.28 (0.30) 0.18(0.18) 0J2 0.16
Global 0,34 (0.3S) 024 (024) 036 0.25
•Nadir dtta were collected ia 2006 (2007), and off-nadir dm were 
collected kt 200K,
suggesting that plate crystals are less common in the tropics, 
perhaps due to the effects of deep convection or the colder 
temperatures on ice crystal shape;, size, and orientatioa
6. Conclusions
| m] Now more than two years into the CALIPSO mis­
sion, sufficient data has accumulated to begin tackling some 
climatological aspects o f this unique global data set, long 
awaited by polarization lidar researchers. The goal of this 
initial study has been to explore the ice cloud microphysical 
properties of the global CALIOP depolarization drta set. We 
summarize our main findings below:
[s] 1. Depolarization in tropospheric ice clouds tends to 
increase with increasing height/decreasing temperature, as 
expected from various ground-based lidar studies.
[at] 2. Depolarization in tropospheric ice clouds tends to 
decrease with increasing latitude, an unexpected finding.
[»] 3. Depolarization in the PSC detected in the Southern 
Hemisphere is similar to tropospheric ice clouds, except it is 
lower in a  band in die tower stratosphere PSC occur less 
extensively in the Northern Hemisphere, and also seem to 
generate tower 6.
[»] 4, The depolarization decreases caused by sampling 
horizontally oriented ice plates during nadir observations 
are less in the high tropical atmosphere compared to mid 
and high latitudes at tow altitudes. Global averages show 
only a 0.01-0.03 increase in ft in the off-nadir data.
[2?) S. Relatively strong depolarization seems to he 
associated with occasional lower stratospheric (nacreous) 
PSC in both hemispheres in regions where orographic 
effects tre to be expected.
(»] 6. There are significant (ft rs 0.11) average differ­
ences between day and night data, which are inconsistent 
with earlier ground-based data Average global ft values are 
ff 34-0.36 for day, raid 0.23-0.26 for night.
]»] Unfortunately, the last finding indicates the presence 
of artifacts in the data set related to  the effects o f back­
ground signals from scattered sunlight in the green laser 
channel. Because of the vastly different background signal 
noise levels between day and night, it was recognized in the 
design of CALIPSO that on-board signal processing was 
needed to adjust die lidar receivers accordingly, as well as to 
reduce the backscatter data download rate [Hunt et al., 
2009], In addition t o t  y  and night receiver charnel
sensitivity selections, the mean background signal during 
daytime is monitored using gijpials measured from the upper 
atmosphere, where back scattered signals should be negligi­
ble, and subtracted electronically. Low and high gain 
digitizers ate used for each channel, and tests performed 
to determine if signals are saturated at foil scale. The abrupt 
ft changes often apparent at ~+60” latitude are connidered to 
be an artifact o f day versus night noise and gain selection 
effects (W. H. Hunt, personal communication, 2009), Inter­
estingly, depolarization seems elevated near the location of 
the South Atlantic Anomaly, which produces a significant 
increase in the green channel dark noise.
[jo] The evidence from extended ground-based polariza­
tion lidar research clearly contradicts die strength o f die 
diurnal depolarization differences noted here. The mean ft 
from ruby (0.694 pm) lidar research at Salt Lake City, Utah 
(40“ 49  00" N, 111“ 49' 38" W) was 0.33 for zenith 
measurements [Sassen and Benson, 2001], Thus, the day­
time CALIPSO data seem in compliance or slightly elevated, 
while those from the night are too tow by about 0.10 (see 
Tables 1 and 2). More importantly, an examination of the 
mean diurnal ft variations from die same lidar data set 
[5asxe« et al., 2003] found only a 0.03 maximum difference 
between day and night values, with the minimum 
corresponding to a +45” solar elevation angle (i.e., opposite 
in solar phase to that noted here). The total day versus night 
difference in ft averaged only 0.02.
[31] On the other hand, because CALIPSO measures die 
total linear depolarization ratio at a 0.332 pm wavelength, 
molecular scattering effects on depolarization can be 
expected to tower nighttime ft to some degree. This is 
because optically thin ice clouds with weak lidar signals 
will be detected preferentially during night, and it is these 
clouds that will display tower ft due to the near-zero ft 
generated by the molecular backscattering component Al­
though Sassen et al. [2008] found only 1 3.1% difference in 
the global average frequency o f occurrence of citrus clouds 
in day and night CALIPSO data, we find that in our sample 
the mean ice cloud base heights (not shown) are 0.5-1.0 km 
tower at night, especially at midlatitudes. Thus, those doud 
regions that totd to show the lowest ft (see, eg., Figures 3 
and 12) are excluded from the daytime data set Interest­
ingly, mean cloud top heights are much more similar for day 
and night, differing by a few hundred meters in the tropics 
and subtropics. These findings reflect the fact that typical 
citrus clouds display relatively strong signals at cloud top,
Tahir 2. Vertically and Zonally Averaged ft Within the Indicated 
Latitude Bets far Various CALIPSO Polarization Lidar Operation* 
for the Months o f Pecember-Jmuary-Febniaiy*_____________
Latitude Nadir Dry Nadir Ninht
Off-Nadir
Day
OIT-Nadif
Night
"~~85 to 60° 0.28 0.18 0,31 0.22
60 to 30® 0J4 0.20 0.36 0.25
-30 to ~ 15® 0J9 024 0,40 0.2S
- !S to +15* 0.41 0.27 0A2 0.29
+15 to +30® 0J9 0.24 0A0 0.26
+30 to +60® 0.35 0.24 0.37 0.27
+60 to —+85* 0.26 0.22 0.28 0.24
Global 0J4 0.23 0J6 0.26
•Nadir in 2007 aid offnadir in 200H.
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where they are generated, but the signals generally fade 
away as cloud base is approached and molecular backseat- 
tenng is enhanced [Sassen, 20Q2a] We conclude that 
further research is needed to better understand the diurnal 
differences in the CALIPSO £ values.
[\a] Despite these initial uncertainties, the global trends 
in 6 mast pn manly reflect real cloud microphysical pro­
cesses that affect ice crystal shape and orientation [Sassen,
1991], For example, the depolarization decrease noted wife 
increasing latitude may indicate ice cloud micraphyacal 
changes related to fee wanner tropospheric temperatures 
generally experienced at high latitudes, and since these 
clouds are nearer to the Earth's surface, differences in the 
nucleation mechanisms of fee ice panicles That is, the 
aerosol particles derived horn fee surface of the Earth that 
serve as ice nuclei will likely change wife height [Sassen, 
2003b], while fee effects o f  deep convection, more preva­
lent in fee tropics, could similarly have basic impacts on ice 
crystal shape and onentatioa The feet feat some o f fee 
highest depolarization found here is associated wife appar­
ent lower stratospheric polar nacreous clouds could reflect 
fee effects o f  relatively strong orographic updrafts, which 
would modulate ice crystal concentration, size; and shape. It 
is also surprising that the boreal winter of 2007-2008 
hosted a relatively large amount o f PSC, a finding that 
may be due to a lack of Arctic lidar observing sites These 
results suggest that additional CALIPSO depolarization 
studies will shed light on other basic ice cloud processes 
such as the impact of orographicalty induced cirrus, and the 
direct (contrail) and indirect effects of aircraft emissions on 
cirrus cloud content 
I t s ]  In conclusion, this global lidar depolarization (feta 
set Is an exciting development feat will hopefully stimu­
late increased cloud miarophystcal/lidar research and far­
ther the likelihood o f new, more advanced lidar satellite 
development.
]m] AehnatMedgeaeett. This teseorch has been supported by NASA 
grant NNXOKADJMI (CAUPSO) aid by NSF grant ATM4I630506 The 
autttow thank the members of fee CAUPSO science teem, and especially 
W II HUM and O M. Wither torhelphil discussions
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